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What is PDLS?

The Future Directions fot a Learning Society (ful.$) prograt u a major
effort toward (he realization of a learning society an the United States. The
,program focuses on improving access and transition fur lerriers, which has
been the Board's role sap education for more than 73 ;sears.\B:s building on ,

recenifoerd programs that have increasing() focused on adults, the pri,gram
extends a a-historic rule to include assistance to adult learners and to the di-
verse agencies, institutions, and organizations that provide learneng opportu-
nities for them.

Funded b3, the. Exxon Education Foundation, t (As develops ((inseams
and supportlor stralegtes, serpkj, and policies that can best meet current
and pro ecad needs of particapSnts and providers in a learning society To
this end, the rogram solicits and relies on the participation of ptofessional
people in the

''eld,

public polio yncakers. acid al; larger comiquinty-Asmajor
purpose of ilie Exxon grant is to promote the mobilization of additional funds
and other resources necessai) for maprr Initiatives in this develop:mg field.

. T....h.inztaal support covers the Ale( is planning and management, the :dents-
ficatton and design of service areas. the review and andlysis of public polo),
and publishzng relevant materials

The program will produie projections of f uture Wilds, information about.
the of learners and providers of educational opportunities and re-*,/
sources, poll() recommendations, and services The progr'am u engage 4 In
finding better 'ways to gauge the needs of learners, tit identifying the prfilents -
instituttons face in meeting learners' needs, m strengthening learjting op,
portunittes. rind an anaradiang pdblu , pio#3,1,mal, and pilau ol u dertriand-

trig of the field. A chief focus of the program is to demonstrate p muinig, new
e

approaches and specific services ,
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In its re poWDiverstry by Desrgri (1973). the College Board, Educational
Testing Service Commission on Non-Traditional Study, chaired by
Samuel Gould, recommended:

"The survey of 'clientele for nontraditional study begun under
the auspices of the Commission should be continued and ex-
panded." The commission continued: "We need to know, on the
broadest poisible-scale, not only who prospective students are and
what they want to-study and why. but also how much trine they can

. , 4
and will put into the effort at what times of day or night, where they
live (region and city. suburb, or rural area), the amount and nature
of their employment, and even the language they speak."

Few of the commission's recommendations were received more
enthusiastically. Although it is impossible to ascertain precisely the
number of surreys and studies that have been and are being,con-
ducted' to discover what the needs of adult learners are, the total is
probably several hundred, and the number increases daily,

As the College Board undertook to extend its role to include ser-
vices to adults and the. institutions that senesthem. it soon became
clear that these research studies especially those emanating from
state agencies and those with national perspecthe'sproided a
rich source of significant insights and of data for consideration in
our program planning. More than .10 studies were identified as
beingsignificant for the Board's future work in this field.

But to analyze these diverse studies was no small task. 'More than
analysis was required, we needed to know how these studies should
be interpreted in relation to future needs and what ne senices for
learners and institutions they might suggest. And t t called for

is special judgment and wisdom.
.

Our choke for this compjex assignment was K. Patricia Cross, Dis-
tinguished Research Scientist at Educational Testing Service and
Distinguished Research Scientiv at the Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education at the University of California,

°Berkeley. Change magazine, in reporting her selection by more than-
4,006-educators as one of 4-1 outstanding leaders of higher educa-
tion in America, noted: - ..

IC
. . . Cross has emerged as a leading spokeswomah for shaping

educational programs for the nontradition,thlearner and has con-

o
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ducted major research into new eNaluatiori approacji,e, s for educa-
tional programs." .

Dr. Cross havy nthesized for us a great deal of data Her findings
ha%e implications for all who would sere the human deNelopment
aspirations or adults, not only for those of us in organizatiOnsiand

a

institutions, but also for those in important policy positions in the
... states and the federal gcnernment. EAeryone who reads this state-

ment will find new insights and useful advice on hot; to increase the
quality of services to adult learners. Perhaps the most insightful ob-
seration in the following monograph is Dr. Cross' distinction be-
tween adult learne'rs' need for information about learning resources
(to which Considerable attention has-been, and is being, given) and
Adults.- need for information about theinsek es. At this time,tdt is

14known about what kindsk information is needed bi adults for Self-
appraisal, but as Dr. Cross notes. se%eral studies him' indicated that
adults want such help, those who regularl) counsel and achise adults--.
report that this need is central to most of them.

The College Board, in undertaking the Future Directions for a
Learning Society prpgram, described tw o 6 ortant goals:

i. To disseminate information and optnot on the needs of adult
learners and of those agencies, organizations, institutions, and asso-.
nations which serve them, and

2. To de%elop &AIN ities. programs, and serNices to improve access
and transition to learning opportunities.

We are fortonate indeed that Dr Cross has delineated for us re-
sponses to these two goals. in an .importarit way, this report is the

Jcerpranning document for the College Board's future in this field.
4Ve thank Dr, Cross for the spiv did job she has done here, recog-
nizing that in doing so we Also Accept 4 challenge to bfing many of
these needed services into reality. ,..

Rexford G Moon,fr
Managtng Director,
Future Directions for a Learning SO( tell.

K
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Introduction

It is quite possible that lifelong learning now outranks motherhood.
apple pie, and the flag as a universal good. Almost everyone is in
favor of lifelong learning despite mounting confusion among ex-
perts over the meaning of the term. If a lifelong learner is ne who
engages in one or more activities of "organized instructio ," then
surveys indicate that from 12 tog 1 percent of the adult in the United
States can be called lifelong learners (m-.E.s. 1975, Carp. P terson
and Roelfs, 104). If, however, a lifelong learner is one wh "plans
independent learning projects" or "makes highly deliberate efforts
to learn," then research indicates that from 79 to 98 percen of the
adult population can legitimately lay claim to the title of I elong
learner (Penland,.1977; Tough. 1971).

Some analysts resolse the diffictilty of gauging the size of the learn-
ing force bydittinguishing,between adult education andcult earn-
ing (Tough. 1971; Ziegler.`1977)..To oversimplify a bit, Ault duca-
non has given relatively grealer.attention to teaching, i.e., to de .elop-
ing programs, courses, and instruction to meet the special net ds of
adults. whereas those concerned with adult learning place the ern-

.. iph asis on finding new ways to facilitate learning for adults. F flow-
'ing this distinction, the supporters of adult education would enter
the learning society working toward equal opportunity and imp osed
access for adults. They would, for example, provide more e ning'
and, weekend colleges, grant credit for experie tial learnin , and

, lobby for financial entitlements for adult part-ti e students, heir
emphasis would be on getting adults into an educ tional syste
sisting largely of group instruction, that might. ho ever,,be cr it or
noncredit, offered by industry, churches. and co munity agtncies
as well as by schools and colleges.. .

The adVbcates of adult learning, on the other and, would bend
their efforts toward facilitating individual lean ing on any topic

1of interest to the learner by providing mentors, arning con racts,
educational brokerage services, and soon. They w uld gibe rel thely
more attention to helpirig people plan their own I arning programs.

The research that made the distinctions betwe n adult edubtion
and adult learning a legitimate debate was start d by Allen ough
(197i) early in this decade: tie, and subsequen researcher using
his methodology of probing interviews. found an mpressise a ount
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of self-directed (earning taking place completely butside organized
learning programs. Tough (1978) concludes that roughly 90 percent
of the adult population conduct at least'one learning project each
year, and that the typical adult conducts fiNe learning projects per
year spending about lot) hoills on each prdject. That adds up to
about Soo hours per year or id hpurs per, week. Tough (1968),:tites1
numerous examples of learning projects, among them the ifg,trian
who was working for athildren's aid society who set cut-to learn
legal as well as counseling procedures when she was assigned several
battered-child cases. Others hal,e gained 'extenshe knowledge about
foreign countries in preparation for tra%el or about such-things as
the history and procedures of making wine. Teachers typically spend

- long hours in self-directed projects related to their teaching.
There is some distussion in the current literature abouilvhether

adult learning and adult education represent two distinct 'missions
which should remain separate or whether some merging of the two
is possible and desirable. Allen Tough (1978) takes the position that
society is in transition from adult education to adult learning. He

:stiriclutles that In both research and practice in adult education,
there is some eNidence of a shift of focus. The traditional focus, pro-
viding education or instruction. The emerging focus. facilitating rel-
evant learning." Warren Ziegler (.977. p. 5), on the other band,
asserts that "adult education and the learning of adults, past, ptes-
ent and future, are conceptually and practically distinct." Ziegler
takes the position that any merger of adult education and adul.t
learning is undesirable. Ne.ertheless. he sees a disturbing trend in
society to mo%e from adult learning to adult educationexactly the
opposite trend seen by Tough. In support of his .iew, Ziegler points
to the-attempts to legitimize adult learning by turning it into adult
education by attempting to attract adults to college classes, by grant
ing credit for experimental learning, and so on. In short, he sees "a
strong trend towards getting more and more citizens to conduct
their learninv7,acthities within the organizational arrangements of
the formal educational system" (pp. 15-16).

Seemingly, here is no common interpretation of the eidence on
the directions which society is mining from adult education to
adult legning or true tiersa and there is ei,en less agreemerft on the

I", \
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direction in which it should move. Most people talking about the
learning society these days simply assume that education in irar-
ticirlar and society in general should become more responsive to
adult learning needs and interests. In support of this conviction
many states have conducted extensive "market surveys" or "needs
assessments" in an effort to determine what kinds of programs and
services should be provided for adult part-time learners. Presum-
ably the more effective adult education} is in responding to le.arning
needs, the more adults will be attracted to the new programs. At
issue is the question of whether adults wili.be attracted away from
self-directed learning projects into programs directed by others.

This worries critics such as Ziegler (197'7, p. 6) whounaintains:
"There is and should continue to be an active tension and creative
conflict between adult education and lifelong learning:" He is suf-
ficiently concerned about the "threat of an over-crederitialed soci-
ety. .. to warrant a radital conservative stance towards public policy
formation oriented tow'arids the so- called interests of the adult
learner.- His recommendation 4 to "leave adult learners alone to
conduct their learning in as an gout concerns whith meet their
own criteria and standards" (p. 17). He advocates a public policy
that would encourage a highly diversified system in which choice
and responsibility rertiain with individual /earners.

Interestingly, the must N igorous discussions about wheat should be
done to bring about the learning society are conducted, among
staunch advocates of adult learning. The fundamental issue in the
debate is not really whether lifelong learning should be a goal of
the future but rather who should bear the primary responsibility for
planning and directing the learning society educators. planners,
and organizations, or inch% idval adult learners. If the former, then
the targets for change are professionals, institutions, and organiza-
tions, and the issues are institutional tesponsheness. standards, and
equal opportunity. if the- latter. then individuals and the groups
they choose to form become the targets, and consumer education,
dissemination of information and materials, and the facilitation of
self-planned learning become important missions of the learning
society.

If one wished to find some middle ground on which to base agree.

3
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ment as opposed, perhaps, to sharpening thinking and stimulating
discussion about future directions for the reaming society most
people could probably rally around the concept of self-planned
learning for adults. Self-planned learning implies that the learner
makes the decisions about learning goals, selecting from a wide
Variety of materials an resources thoie that best fit his or her goals.
There is a continuum of fre4doVn and selfdirection implied in this
use of the term. The greatestlresponsibility (and freedom) for plan-
ning rests witfi adults who pursue their ,own interests completely
outside the framework of organized instruction. They are free to
select their own time, place ;materials, and standards of perform-
ance. They need satisfy otiky thimsekes. Learnert incorporating
organized cl /sses into their Tearning plan trade some sell-directidn
for external expertise,. and those who pursue a degree oicertificate
program trade still more freedom in self-planning for greater (Ix-
ternal assistance and legitimization:

The most common form of liiflong learning now and i,n the fore-
seeable future is probably represented by the adult who mixes or-
ganized classes, self-taught projects. and informal learning. The
learning contract is an attempt to systematize planning by specify-
ing the desired outcomes and then designing a program ti) achieve
such ends.. In this form of self - planned learning. 4,clults assume a
large share of the responsibility larger that' that currently exer-
cised by traditional-undergraduates for knowing what goals tGey
wish to reach. Materials tesources. courses. and programs can then
be selected to achieve the desired ends.

.

Scope and Method
The present paper. entitled "The Missing Link," takes as its point cif
departure the learner and his or her needs. IN subscribes to te gen-
eral principle that the goal of the learning society is to makraduits
stronger. more sel f-moti% ated and self-directed learners. On critical
step in reaching this goal is to .pro%id6ke s&-vices that will link
learner interests tt, the learrring resources of society.

My vision of the learning society corresponds with the philosophy
stated by the Commission on Non- liadiJional.Study (1973, p. xv):

4r
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It Puts the student first and the institution second, concentrates
More on the former's need than the latter's contoenience, encourages
diversit*of individual opportunity ,rather than uniform parescrqi-
tion, and deemphasizes time, space, and wen course requirements
in favor of competence and, where applicable, performance. It has
concern forThe Tearner of any age and circumstance, for the degree
aspirant as well as the perion who finds sufficient reward in enrich-
ing life through constant, periodic, or occasionLalvady."

The suggestions set forth herein will not cover the entire spec-
trilm of programs and services that can be provided for adult
learners. Ratherethey will be deliberately biased in the direction of
services that put the needs of learners first.

Tworather different sets of research studies form the background
for this analysis. Both kinds of research start with learners, but one
approach. conducted,by. means of questiOnnaires or telephone sur-
veys, asks the learner % hat he or she.would like protideain the, way.
of educational programs and services, whereas the other research
methodology of "probing interviews" studies learning in its natural,
'Orli to see how the learning society can capitalize on the natural in-
cfinations of human beings to learn continually qmoughout theii-
lifetimes.

.

, The first set of research studies consists of some 3;$ s e and na-
tional surveys frequently termed "needs assessments. Usually un-
dertaken for educational planning purposes, these large-scale studies
typically describe "learners," "would -bye" or "potential learners,"
and attempt to present statistical summaries of the barrieis, inter-
ests, and participation rates of a cross section of adults in .".organ-
ized" learning activi*s. The results of these studies have been syn-
thesized (Cross, in press, Cross and Zusman, 1978) with the general
conclusion that patterns of participation an interests are highly
similai- from study to study.

The second set Of studies consists of pe aps a dozen investi-
gations into the self-directedleat ning activities of adults. Typicilly,
these studies use probing or intensive interviews, urging adults to

. recall any "sustaine deli,berate efforrs" that they have made to gain
new knowledge or ttain new skills. These studies, too, have been re.
cently synthesized Coohcan, Coolican. 1975, Tough, 1978)

5
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with the conclusion that there is considerable cinsistency of findings

across this set of studies.
What has not been done integrate the findings of both sets of re-

seamh and derhe -from them possible implications for facilitating
the learning of adults. This paper will undertake to do that.

One further valuable resource exists for our analysis. Since 1970,
no fewer than 40 documents have appeared. each with a set of rec-
ommendations for the implementation of a particular vision ofthe
learning society (see Appendix for a listing of major reports).
These documents generally emanate from a study grchlp charged
with the task of recommending, to state or federal agencies, actions
that will improve adult participation in learning acthities.1 Many of
the recommendations arise from the needs assessments data. Like
the needs assessments and studies of adult learning projects. there
tends to be a high degree of consistency among,the various sets of
recommendatipns. There are few surprises and few' evidences of
anyone mapcIfing to a different drummer. It appears that we form a
solid phalanx, at least as far as recommendations are concerned, as
we marchinto the Isarning society.

It is only fair to point out, however, that each of the three re,
sources used in this analysis has its on agenda, if not its own bibs.
The needs assessments tend to Lotus the attention of the tespondent
on what' kinds of °grams and services adults would like provided
for them. In that spect, the data from these sources are more com-
patible'with adult e Cation as it was described earlier, i.e., the pro-
vision of programs and services by someone other than the learner.
This does not imply, however, that merely because services are pro-
vided by others, they need rob adults of their opportunities for self-
determination. I ndeed_a strong case can be made that some services
should be provided by others in'order io hglp adults become more
aware of their needs and options in planning and carrying out their
learning activities whether 'through "taking courses" or engaging

-in other kinds of learning activities.
The second resource, ccknsisting of sets of recommendations, many

Of which are derived from the data of the needs assessments, shares
the bias of the needs, assessments toward adult education as oppospd
to adult learning. Natur.ally, institutions and planning offices are

6
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interested in knowing what services'ihould be pro;Ided for adults.
The )ecominendations vary considerabl4 the extent to which they
"put the student first and the institution second" (Commission on
Non-Traditional Study, 1973). Some recommendations are rather
obviously concerned with institutional welfare. They focus on ways
.to supplement the declining 18 to 24 year old student population
with more plentiful adult learners. Other recommendations, espe-
cially those set forth by task forces with broad educational concerns
and .wide representation, show a broader concern for providing the
kinds of services inapstsecond4ry institutions and out that will
facilitate lifelong learMg.

The third resource, the research on self-planned learning, is
explicitly biased in favor of putting learner interests first. While
most of those writing from tills perspective do not go as far as
Ziegler in.suggesting that formal education would be doing learn-
ing a favor to s,eporate itself from,the learning projects of adults,
there is the conviction that adult education should become more like
adult lear nineather than vice versa.

Conceptually, the learning society encompasses all forms of adult
education and adult learning. Figure provides a convenient way to
visualize the learning society.

e It is beyond the 'scope of this paper to discuss in detail tjle' vast
array of leaining resources illustrated in Pigu re E It is, however, it.
portant to recognize the richriess of the variety of learning resources
that exist for adult learners as well as their interrelatedness. For ex- '
ample, it is increasingly easy to convert learning dare in "nonschool
organizations" or through "individually used resources" into credits
recognized by schools.Itlso. colleges, industry, and community or-
ganizations are increasingly likely to cooperate in providing learner
services. Colleges offer contracted instruction for employees, public
libraries and museums offer services to colleges, employers serve on
curriculum advisory committees of colleges, arid so on. Such cooper-
Lion and coordination in behalf of learners is highly desirable and
lies at the heart of the learning society. .

This paper is concerned primarily with the top two boxessif Fig-
ure z learner needs and the process of linking needs tb resources.
Almost any needs assessment study shows a Jorge gap between the

r
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Figure 1. The Learning Society
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numper of "learners" and "potential" or "would -be" learners. Ac-
cording to the latest national stud) of attual and potential learner
(Carp. Peterson.. and Roelfs, i 974y, learners constitute zebout on
third of the.adult population. whereas dearly three-tot/Os of t
adults,in the 'United States express an interest in further learni
Thus4onuch work remains to be done if adults who express an int, r-
est in further learning ate to be linked to the appropriate resources.

We ahead.) know.that many adults, classified as "would-be" learn-
ers in the needs assessments are actually self-directed learners, but
even these presumably independent learner' express a need for
help.,A stud) of the self-directed learning of Tennessee adults (Gor-
don and Peters, 3974, p. 27) found that "approximately half of the
interyiewees said that the) needed help at some time during their
learning project." Allen Tough (1978) concluded his s)mhesis of
studies of self-directed learning With the assertion., "One finding is

, adults want additional help and competence with planning
an guiding their learning." Equal!) emphatic are researchers con -,
d ting statewide needs assessments. California researchers Pe3,e1-
s and Hefferlin (t 973, p. 57), concluded. "Man) adults at one .time
or another need aid in thinking through their educational occupa-
tional Mans and relating them to their broader life goals:" A syn,
thesis of data across state needs assessments (Cross.and. Zusman,
1978) concluded. "Adults are quite dear in their desire for morF
and better information on educational opportunities. and many

of. want a wider range of counseling services than is now usual!) pro.
vided." The link between learner interests and learning resources is
a critical one in facilitating adult learning.

The Missing Liiik

There is no need W start (rum the beginning in formulating some
suggesilpns for linking learners to resource? One aspect of the
linkingi.function..for ex/ample, is performed by educational brok-
ers."2 A dedicated and effectiike netwowk of educational brokers al-
ready exists' and the 1977-78 description of F 11"51 (Fund for the ,.

Improvement (if Postsecondar) Education) describes 15 experimen-
tal brokerage projects funded 1)) this one small program of the

1
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federal gol.ernmen . Most educational brokers, howeNer,
,
hal.e been.

so busy dealing w h their clients or trying to locate or maintain
financial support f r their endeavors that there has.been little op-
patunify to.thinkibroadly aboiit the linking function. We shall try

, to provide some of that perspective, while building on the practical
experiences of br ers. Specifically, we shall be looking at the con-
gruence between he plans and practices of educators and the ap-
parent, interests f adult learners as these are revealed through
surveys and studi s of self - panned learning.

f The functions". f the e cational broker as described by Heffer-
nan, Macy. and V ckers ( i 976) include:

helping elient. efine goals through self - assessm ent. i,alue cla rifica-
. don. occupation 1 exploration, and long-term planning;

helping client et objectives for further education, through mak-
ing decisions abolut needed competencies and/or credentials,

helping client' to select appropriate learning experiences based
on complete inf rmation about all available learning resources,

helping client gain access to appropriat arning opportunities
through facillt king admission. financial d. r cognition for prior
learning, and s on.. ,... .

Supporting nd expanding th okerage functions defined by
Ueffernan. et . (1976) are tho at have been recognized by vari-
ous study groups making mmenilatitans to 'state and federal
agencies regariling the access of adults to learning resources. For the
present proje tit. we collected A4 sets of recommendations (see Ap-
pendix A) and

I
attempted to develop a classification s heme foteihe

.

common access issues addtessed jn the recommend ons.4 Appen-
dix B prol.idets specific illustrations for each of the ories that
emerged from our ainalysis. The major headings from ow dassifica-
ion of the recommendations are as follows: ' , .

. I.. in for matit
A. Creation of a data bank- 'of learning -resou rtes

.N1S. Dissenianation to help people locate approptiate learning op-
portunities

C. Athertising and promotional efforts to attract learners to edu-
cational institutions . ,.
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IL Counseling services
A. Creation of comprehen v clotip' seling services
B. Making counseling se es easkiaccessible to adults
C. Development of anisms, andlor counseling services to

Match learner nee s ith learning resources
D. Development of nselor traihiig programs

. I ,

III. Provision of su rt services

A. Improvin cess for everyorri I
.

.... IV. Access and i cacy

.B. Special r amen!, efforts Nal Itinderser%ed group'
C. Advoc or access to educational institutions
D. Criat. more flexible admisjsions criteria and procedures

V. Finiincial aid
.

.

A. f stAblishing equity in fees i

13$6v iding financial assistance
iVI. Credit

,ikitstablishing a credit registry;
1./ Evaluating previous learning for credit .

i

Q. Provgng opportunities for credit-by-examination
!

T ere does seem to be some consistency in the way .in which prac-
ti
t

onersoand planners ate conceptualizing the linking pfocess. For
qur purposes here. the issues can probably be addressed under
ehree general functions:

. r I. Facilitating access to the appropriate learning. resources, a
!process that includes access for underser%ed groups and advocacy
'for the special needs of adult learners because they are adults.

2. Providing information to adult learners about a%ailable.learn-
, ing resources and about themselves and their strengths and weak-.

"sses.
f 3. Providing counseling and referral services designed to assist

learners.in planning and match learner needs tp appropriate learn-
ing resources. .

The emphasis in the ensuing discussion w ill be based on services
to be provided in order to facilitate the access of adults to learning



resources. While we will not be addressing, in this paper, matters
pertaining to the improvement of instructilmal programs, and the
like, it is important to remember that what is provided is critically
important. Adults will not care about access if learning opportuni-
ties are not appropriate to their needs.3 .

Facilitating Access

Access for Underserved Adults

The privileged classes are clearly overrepresented in ad t and con-
tinuing education. Table r shows the payticipation rat of .tarious
categories of adults over the age of 17 wbo were not ull-tinge stu-
dents in t975. According to National enter f Education Sta-
tistics data, 11.6 percent of the adults in;the d States were en- '

gaged in some form of Organized instruction du ng the year. In or-
der to highlight the underrepresentatiocti s,f Eel ain segments of the
population, categories hating particippon rates of i i percent or
lower are italic izain Table 1.

The rriessage is clear that adult edudation, defined as "organized
instruction" in industry , government,` and comm unly agencies as
well as schools and colleges. is servingithe adtantagedclasses out of
proportion to their numbers in the 11:tuIation. The talicized cate-
gories in Table i retail that blacks, elderly people, t ose with part-.
time jobs, low incomes, and low edu tional attainme t are not well
served by current form,* of organized/instruction.

The national survey of adult eduptional interest sponsored by
the Commission op Non-Traditionial Study (Carp, Peterson, and
Roelfs, 1974) found higher numbizirs of participan than the 'NCES
data shown in Table 1, but the pattgrnr.ith respect t socioeconomic
variables was very similar. That stridy found that ).percent of the
adult population were current I rners (had rec ived instruction
within the past. i z months). 46 ercent were A, uld-be" learners G
(not currently participating but i terested in furtlfer leirning), anSI
g3 percent said they -were not i terested in furl er learning (non-,
learners). In.general. the data frOm state and nati nal surveys show

' that on socioeconomic indicators, learners are mot similar to today's
college students and nonlearnqrs least similar. 'ould-be learners



Table 1. Participation Rate in Adult ',earning in4197 5

Age:
17-24 - .

25-34
35-44 .....
45-54 . .....

,Parnerpa.
turn Reuel

1.a

20 6
15.0

-10.5
33-64 . . . .. . . 5 11

65 and older. . 2 3

Race:

Black .. ) 6 9
White t 12 1

Other2 13.4

Sex:
Male . . . . t 1.7

Female . . t 6

Educational attaihment-
Eleniettiar;(0-8 yearn . 2.(0

1-10 ichool(I -3years'"'. . 4 6
High school (+years) . ) 1

College (1.3 years) . ;

College (4 years) . . . . 27.0

College (5 or more years), . 30 4

Income (dollars per.year):
Under 3000 44
3000 -4999.

5000 -5999.

55
75

601)0.7499. . . 9.1

7500-9999 11.5

10,000-14,999 . . 12.9

)15,000.24,999 . 15.8

25,000 and over . 17 7

(Table eonnnued on page 14)
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Hours worked May 11 -17. 1975.

Less than 10 7 2
10-14 hours 8 6 .
15-54 hours i i.6
35 or more . 15.3

Region:
Northeast . . . ... 100
North Central a t12
South . 10.4

West. . .. t .. .. 16 6,
Metropolitan stratus.
In sms43

Central (ity . . . 11 0
Outside central city 14.0.

Not V.14,-% . *I 9.4
.Von farm. . . . 9 8
Farm . . . 6 7

Participa-
tion Rate

1. Participation rate is computed from a total population base of .146.602.noo non"
institutionalized adults 17 sears of age and oser In 1971. the oslirall participation,
rate was i h percent Groups with ant! 1 percent participation rate or less are
italicized

2 The CSensus Bureau classified Hispanics as either black or,ss kite

.3 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area ISMS Ni is a coMAX category of popula
non density used in Census Bureau analyses . e4tut
Source Compiled from preliminary data. \It is. inn

a statistically more like the aerage American than either learners
or nonlearners. Nonlearners come primarily from the ranks of the
elderly and lower socioeconomic classes.

It is probable that at this time adult education as a whole is more
elitist than the more traditional segments of postsecondary educa-
tioti consisting of community colleges, technical institutes and four-
year colleges and unise;sikies. Although the elitism di adult educa-
tion may surprise many people who still think of night school as a)

14
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lower class immigrants' college. it is not especially surprising when
we look at the changes in postsecondary education in re4nt ears.\
Not only is postsecondary education for young people fairly well

1-endowed with financial aid moneys. but the first two years of col-
lege hate become increasingly accessible and increasingly; necessary
to a broad cross section of American young people. Adultpducation,
on the other hand, has little financial aid money atailabl+, is largely
voluntary and self-motitated, and so far has not been acces-
sible nor tvidely known to mans people. The idea of " college" may
seem more possible to disadtintaged/younireople amp any form
of adultlearning seems to thetkparents.

The aelable of educational attainment is the single most impor-
tant predictor of an adult's participation in further edUcation. Edu-
cation is addictite, the more people hat the more. they want and
the more they pthjsipate. Whereas mor than one-third of today's
college graduates fere engaged in some f rm of adult education, lesp
than 5 percent of those without a hig school diploma are (NLE-g,
1975). White the addictite nature bf e ucation is encouraging to
educators, it is discouraging to policy akers striting for equal op-

. portu nit) in the society. Surtey data re stubbornly consistent in
showing that those ter) adults whom olicymakers are likely to feel
most "need' education are not only n vecy likely to participate. but
'they are also not ery likely to expr s any interest in doing so.

Although tirtually et ery set of recommendations listed in Appen-
dix A r`ecomniends that strong efforts be made to sett edisadtan-
taged adults, almost no one has any sure suggestions for recruit-.

ment. The state) data offer some guidance regarding the interests
and perceited barriers of educationally disadtantaged adults.,The
problem with the data is that Most int estigators analyze the data only
for would-be learners on the quite reasonable grounds that until
those who indicate an interest in further learning are serted..,it is
useless to spend time on those who say they are not interested. This.
gives the overall data more than a tinge of middle- and upper-class
bias. Et en when data are anabied separately for would-be learners
of low academic attainment, the figures with respect to the attitudes
of undereducated adults toward education are likely to be set erely
distorted. because they represent the ary pical poorly educated adult

5
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2N 1:10 is interested in further learning and say nothing about more
typical lower-class adults who are not interested. We know, for ex-
ample. that the cost of educati ai appears consistently in the data as a
major barrier for poorly edu ated would-be learners. Many people
conclude, therefore. that ncial entitlements would help disad-
vantaged adults gain access to education. But to use. the California
(1973) data as an example, what the data actual], say are that only
35 pekent of adults with less than a high school diploma express any
interest in further education, and that 3s percent of these cite cost
as a barrier. Taking these figures at face value,6 we could help about
18 percent of the poorly educated adults gain access to education by
providing financial assistance. But we still have 63 percent of the
educationally disadvantaged who profess no interest, and we don't,
know why. Because ti* needs assessments have been more 1 e.
"market surveys" than "research," we have almost no data t t
would help us...to understand the reasons for the lack of motile n
for further learning on the pan of a group of adults that plan ers
and policy makers would like .ito reach, Some in-depth. int iew
studies are urgently needed if we are to ilirmulate realistic plans for
reaching educationally disadvantaged adults. Meanwhile, we op-
erate with a number of hypotheses generated from the data that we
ito have on the interests of the educationally disadvantaged. In
omparison with better-educated groups, would -be learners with

low levels of educational attainment are:
less lik/ely.to know wore to get information about adult learning

opportunities, but also less likely to express an interest in using in-
. formation services;

more interested than better educated adults in receiving in for-
mationakout opportunities via radio or television;

more likely to want counseling help; .

moue likely to he job-and incorne-oriented in educational interests;
less likely to be lutereigeKr-i a degree. but more likely. to be inter-

.

ested in a certificate orso me kind; 0

ttrp1e likely to be interested in improving basic skills;
more likely to be interested i more actie and socially interactive

forms of learning, e.g., on-the-40h trainink as opposed to classroom
lectures;

4



less likely to cite "lack of time" as a barrier, but also less likely to
want to devote more than nine hours per week to study;

more likely to cite cost. lack of child care facilities and transporta-
tion as barriers;

more likely to cite lack of moti%ation, self-confidence, and energy
as barriers:

(Synthesis across needs assessments from Cross, in press)

Three interrelated conclusions stand out in this composite. Poorly
educated adults are handicapped in locating and obtaining access to
educational opportunity, the) seem "turned off- by the prospect of
further education, and if they do participate, it would be primarily
to impro%e their economic status. All of this is easy to titiderstand
but not .eery easy io change. Perhaps 'he most obvious formula

A would be to pro% ide the type of education that would lead to better
jobs: do it in a nonthreatening. noncompetitive atmosphere, make
sure people know how such learning will help them. and ease the
routes of accessibility to new opportunities.

1

Any approach to increase the participation of underser%ed adults
probably has to be multidimensional. There is not e%en the luxury of
sok ing one problem at a time. Pro% iding information and financial

igwon't help if the learning Prograrhs are not appropriate to their
ds. Pro% iding attractke learning options won't help 'unless peo-

ple know about them and outmoded images of "school" are changed:
I mprcRed images, worNhelp if child care and costs remain problems,
and so it goes.

.
.

o
Certainly there is no single ser%ice that will sore the social. prob-

lem of the growing gapbetween poorly- educated and the well-edu-
cat-a goups of people, Without go% ernment subsidized interven-
tion, howei.er, it is highly likely that the greater the aailability of
new educational options fur adults, the more the well-educated with
the mothation. the information networks. and the money will in-
crease their Itucational ad% antage over the poorly educated. Fur-
ihernigre, nui,si of the impetus fur the lea! sting society is stimulated
by the pro% iders of postsecondary education two- and fciur-year
colic es and unkersities. technical institutes. and trade ,schools.
Cur Ely 85 percent of the participants in organized instruction are
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high school graduates, and postsecondary education provides 43
percent of all adult instruction (M.Es, 197,3). Thu's the learning so-
ciety is primarily a postsecondary phenomenon, but even within that
large society, it is predictable that adults with some college experi-
eni.e will pull rapidly ahead of high school graduates in their parti-
cipation in learning activities.

Federal and state policymakers are especially concerned about
equal 'opportunity issues in the learning society. The language for-
the.authorization of Educatigt& Information Centers specifies that
the services offered shall include. "information and talent search
services designed to seek out and encourage participation in full-
time and part-time postsecondary education or training of persons
who could benefit fro such education or training if it were not for
c or financial friers, physical handicap, defifiencies in secon-
dary education, or lack of information about available programs
or financial assistance." (Subpart 5, Section 126. Part A, Title IV
Higher Education Amendments, 1976) .

We shall return later to the problem of recruiting unseAed adults .

in the sections on information and counseling. ,'

Advocacy for Adult Needs

The issue of themeed for advocates for accommodating the special
needs of adult. learner's is usually raised in connection with tradi-.

0061 institutions o postsecondary edtkation. Molt other learning
resources illustratedllustrated in Figure t were designed with aduh.tearners in
mind, but colleges.and universities were dtisigned for full-time, de-
pendent learners, and adjustments ritsging from minor to major are
required to serve adults.

Intreasing the access to postsecondary education has received
vqidespread attention for several decades but until quite recently
the concert; has been directed to yolinger People and to the come
munity colleges as kw cost, open-admissions. conveniently - located
institutions: Low cost. easy accessibility, and nonselective admissions,
?f turse, help many people gain new access to educational oppor-
tunity. But adults have some access problems because they are

'adults, and it is to those issues that we now turn. .

, There are th ree general access problems,that art unique,to adults.

2i)
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(i) Adults are unable to devote full time to learning because of jobs
and other adult responsibilities. The major needs here are for equity

" in services and fees for part-time students and for learning sched-
ults 4iat do not conflict with other adult commitments. (2)Adults
have had more and more varied experienceflhan have _young
people and their backgrounds are more diverse...0114.implications

.. here are that placement and Credit need to be considered fol. adult
learners individually. (3) Many adults have been out of "school"
for some years. Cliools and other *hilt learning opportunities have
changed, and.adults themselves hiheAanged, necessitating a re-

-, orientatio learning and changed images of adult education.
Forte st part. there has hien an exceptionally vigorous re-

sponse to thesis special needs of adults on the part of postsecon-
dary Fdtication. The Wilted States Commission on 'Civil Rights

4
recently conducted an extensive, stud) of age'disctimination, con-

..4.-
, chiding that colleges and unnersities (except for-medical schools)

were doing quite well in pro%idingmfor the needs of older students.
Their conclusions with respect to higher education are as follows:/ .

"Institutions of higher educatipn are increasingly providing rIew
oppiprtunities to meet the qeeds of the so- called nontraditional.stu-

-den& those over the age of 2'2.
MoeLinstitutions examined by the 'commission are responding to

the changing Ige distribution of the student population out of eco-
nomic necessity and irl response to expressed individual and sticcial
needs. Sometinstitutions have waived national itandardizecf tests for

'students beyond a certain age. Special programs and innovative
measures have been initiated in many instances to accommodate the

,
., concerns of nontraditional students.

For example, continuingkeduca0on activities have been devel-
oped.or expanded at many institutions. There has bgen. an increase
in professional retraining courses as well as in short-term' courses
for the benefit of earl) retirees, persons seeking new careers, and

. those who desire to update, their training. Some institutions provide
studenwwith credit for professional experience, or for other types
of similar learning experience. Credit is given increasingly for

, knowledge and .1411s gained from life experienices whIth are.com-
-parable in scope to learn*, or derived from college level courses.

.4.
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Institutions are also responding to trends wherFby states are in- ,

creasingly requiring relicensure in certain occupational areas which
reqtiire students to update their own skills." (from Higher Educatign
and National Affairs, anuary i 3, 1978) : ti

It appears tht postsecondary_ education is doing ckui well in:
general. But we 'night locrk somewhat 'more clop!) 4so e orkhe :1

. 4special issues that surface in education for part-time widen s. v
r* 4

,1,.. It

ildininistratizle iiiodificatioris for Adults -1:'. I, 't,,,.--. f '

the
',. "-. '',..

The primary nfbdifications made for adults have been the intc6duelt
tion of more flexible schedules and the use of offcampus loc1orii.
The survey of colleges commissioned by the Commission on Non-

. Traditional Study (Ruyle and Geiselman, 197-1) showed that two-
thirds of the programs for adult learners provide Qffcampus loca-
tions, and numerous scheduling option's are offered. The overwhelm-
ing majority of programs (88 percent) offered scheduling alterna-
tives ti daytime classes. Weekend classes are available in nearly
one-fdrirth pf the prograrhs, periodic blocks of several days are in- ,

, volved in to pment, one in six programs offer maximum flexibility
with no predetermined schedules, i.e.. self-paced, open entry /open
exit programs.

The options available se em to correspond reasonably well to the
preferences of adult leathers as these are revealed in the needs
assessments (Cross and Zusman. 1978). The majority of potential
learners prefer evening schedules, but a substantial minority (es-
pecial]) retired people and women with school-age-children) pre-'
fer daytime schedules. Typically, less than io percent of the re- .

spondents say that weekend scheduling would be attractive to them,
but those low demand figures may reflectike past more than the
future. It appears that weekend colleges are enjoying considerable
popularity. As more people experience weelZend colleges, interest
and demand reflected on questionnaire& will probably ride.

Despite the range o( scheduling options. the scheduling of learn-.4
to, ing'activities when they cannot attend is cited as a barrier to learn-

* ing by ci percent of the learners in California ( i 975) and by IQ per-
cent nationwide (Ca p, Peterson and Roelfs. 1974). It may well be
that scheduling rem ins a problem for particular topics of learner

/
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interest in some locations. but the question must be raised as to
whether the perception of scheduling barriers is thZ result of lark
of scheduling alternatives or lack of information about the options
available. It Is hard to imagine, for example, that in California with
its extensive system of community colleges, most offering evening
classes, scheduling should be a barrier to one out of four learners.
Some in-depth studies are needed to 'determine how much potential
learners actually know about the options available 'to them. Until
that done, it is hard to advocate attention to the needs of
adults for flexible schedules. . . ., l

An evaluatiai of, the progress made jrn establishing equity in fm
and services for parttime students i someweat more equivocal.
There does appear to be widespread., areness of the need for part-
time students to have access to librari.st,c.inseling and placement
services, and other student support services on an equal basis with
full-time students. Bat as recently as five years ago, the Commission
on Non-Traditional Study (Ruyle and Geiselman, 11 974) reported
that while the greae majority of co unity colleges (85 percent)
provided counseling at times conven ent fctr adult students, only
half the senior institutions did. And then questions shouldbe asked.
about the type of, services- provided. The Commission found that
only about 1° Derce9t of the institutions serving adult students
provided counseling services geared to their special needs.

The situationwith respect to fees and financial aid is mixed. The
commission's survey found that fees for part-titne students ate gen-
erallyassessed on a per-credit or per-unit basis. In only 3 percent4f
the institutions were part -time students required to pay the same tut= !
tion as full-time students ( Ruyle and Geiselman. il 974). Finaricial aid,
however, is a diffeient matter. A special report of theAcE Com-.
mittee on the Finincing of Higher Education for Adult Students
(1974) concluded. "Regardless of family income, [adult) part-timc
students on the whole are massively discriminated against in federal ,

and state student and institutional aid programs, social security sur-
vivors' benefits, institutional kpition 'rates ind financial aid pro-
grams, and income tax requirements." (p..3)

As recently as 1973, only fou,r state needs-,based student aid pro-
grAis offered eligibility to pact -time students. In 1975-76, part-time

.
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students recei%ed 17 percent of skate student aid dollars, and 11y
1976-77, an estimated 25 pertent aid funds were awarded to
part-time students (Act, 1974. 'Winkler, 1976). There is now a gen-
eral awakehing to the financial needs of art-time students whether
in traditional or nontraditional programs. A spesial study of the
applicability, or inapplicability of current financial need analyses
to,xh needs of part-time arners is underway now at Educational

esting Serb ice sppsnsor y National Institute of Education fund-
. ing.

The concept that ° beginning to surface. is that financial aid for
adult students requires something quite different from a simple ex-
pansion of traditional financial assistance. The entitlement plans:

, presently under discussion emphasize the need to (Ater financial
support on students rather than institutions, thus e bling adults to

.
m4ke their .ow n decisions about where they wish t pursue learning':
The di%ersity and decentralizapon of both ins ctional and sup-
port serb.ices for adults is another factor, that ecemitates a rethink-
ing of present financial '

, It is far beyond the scope of this paper to present the nhmerous
proposals and analyses that babe been offered within the last year or
so. Good descriptions and rationales of some of the foremost pro-
posals for federal entitlements can be found in Kurland (1977).

Recoptitton Nonschool Learnmg

The issuepf achocacy .for adults has surfaced more bisibly, and per-
haps .more controbersially ober recognition of past learning than
ober any other single issue. In principle, institutions of higher edu.
cation babe accepted the idea that how, when, or where learning
occurred is ireelebant. and that what should be measured Is the pos-
session 9f knowledge or competence' by the indibidnal, Measuring
that -learning and determining its appropriateness for academic
credit is more difficult. It ma). howeber. be one of the more impor-
tant issues in learning society's future.

Today there are basically three approaches to granting academic
credit for noncollegiate learning. credit by examination, credit for
experiential learning biispecial assessment of student compstencies,
and credit for noncollegiate learning pia ebaluatinn of noluses or

. 1
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educational programs. These three approaches are most frequently
associated With the names of specific programs and organizations
offering senites directed toward the recognition of the varied learn-
ing experiences of adults.

The College Level Examination Progtam (cc EP) and College Pro-
ficiency Examination Program (t..PE) are examples of examination
programs designed to assess the knowledge of adults inVaditional
academic subject areas. More than two-thirds of the college t in the
country now grant degree credit by examination in amounts vary-
ing from less than one quarter or semester of full-time credit to a
bachelor's degree by examination (Ruy le and Geiselman, 1974).

The cALt..(Cooperathe Asligren nt of Experiential Learning) pro-
gram his just completed three years of work dedicated to the as
sessment of adult competencies by expert judginent. That program
culminated in )7 public Lions designed to help institutions establish
sound procedures for assessing competencies, largely through non-
written modes. CALI, is continuing its work as a consortium of some
250 colleges under the name of the Council for the Athanceinent of
Experiential Learning and by all indications it will continue to,play
an important ad% ocacy rote the recognition of nonschool learn-

.ing for adults.
The Office on ,Educational Credit of the America' Gouncil on Ed-

ucation was established, among other things, to make recommenda-
tipns regarding credit for adj education courses and program&not
sponsored by educational institutions. The office sends teams of sub-
ject matter specialists to visit the Site of courses offered by govern-
ment agencies, industry, military, volunteer organizations and the
like. The team examines the courses, and the Office of Educational
Credit publishes a guide of recommendations regarding the amount
pd category of credit that could be awarded. Thus far, more than
1100 courseesponsored by over 8i, otganizations have been evalu-
ated and credit'recommendations made.

To my knowledge none of these services were established in
direct response to "consumer demand." Only two of the needs as-
sessakent surveys even atteirpted to determine the extent of interest
in the evaluation of noncollege experiences for possible credit. Cali-
fornia (1975) found thatito percent of the adults s ey would be

I) 4



in tere ed in using such services, and the figure in Iowa (1976) was
14 per ent. The need for the variety of services represented by CLEP,
CALL, nd Oa, was seen by advocates and professicipals far closer to
the c Ling edge of change and with much greater vision and knowl-
edg about future directions.tAan the average adult. The services
de criFed above provide many thousands of adults with very impor-

t services and all have gained increasing credibility and support
thin the academic community. Th; point is that planning for the
arning society cannot be done safely on the basis of marketing sur-

eys and consumer demand. The average adult can only respond on
the basis,of relatively limited knowledge and experience. Progress in

, uncharted domains is not.generally made by responding to requests
for the thing people have already experienced, it is more likely to

\ come about through the imagination of people who see a need and
can propose a better way of doing things. This is not to recommend
doing away with needs assessments and certainly not to suggest re-
maining aloof and out of touch with the learning needs of the aver-
age adult. It is to suggest that planning for the learning society will
be inadequate and always somewhat behind the times if planning
nd funding are based on a pedestrian implementation of the "de:
and figures fr the admittedly valuable background informa-

tion provided b the needs assessments. ,

There is relatively little data on adult interest in a variety of ser-
vices related to the recognition of nonschool ,learning. There is,
however. widespread acceptance on the part of educators of the
soundnesPof the argument that learning or knowledge resides in
the individual rather than in the courses dffered by providers. Even-

. tually the learning society will have to be based on more adequate
. measures of student learning than the time-serving measures that

currently exist. Such measures are not veil, adequate for so-called
traditional education. but they are totally inadequate for the-newer
forms of learning coming into existence with' the learning society.
As the Commission on Non-Traditiorial Study (197313. 126) ob-
served five years ago, "A growing number of educators are con-
sented that,, new systems of evaluation and credentialing are re-
quired everywhere in education."

.

Despite the valuable contributions made by t AF.i. and others in the
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assessment of experiential learning, much remains to be done..
GAEL has concentrated largely on helping institutions assess experi-
ential learning occurring either prior to or in conjunction with
college-sponsored programs. The essence of the ( ALL contributiOn
to daite is distilled in a small and useful booklet entitled Principles
of Good Practice in Assessing Experiential Learning by Warren Willing-
ham (1977). CALL has taken the position that the assessment of learn-
ing for the purRose of granting credit is the prerogati%e of degree-
granting educational institutions. CA.EL emphasizes that only the in-
stitution itself can know how students' learning shoujd be evaluatgid
in relation to its on programs. All institutions, however, are helped
through LAU. to apply "good practices" in assessing experiential
learning. '

Viewed from the perspecti%e of the learner, the cAEL approach at
least opens the door to the possibility of obtaining credit, but it
leaves the potential degree candidate shopping around for the best
bargain in the credit department. it may also be necessary for the
candidate to pay rather substantial sums.of money to each institti-.
tion where an assessment is desire4. Nor are the problems of the
mobile learner o%er if he or she desires to transfer' to another insti-

,Ctution
where credit may or may not be granted for assessments re-

ceiving credit at other colleges. .

Far more desirable from the learner's point of liew 'would be a..
central assessment agency v. here assessment experts documented
the competencies of candidares and sent "scores" or profiles to in-
stitutions listed by candidates. A possible model is present in both
the history and the current practices of admission tests such as the
Scholastic Aptitude Teit (s%i). There was a time when each college
had to de%elop,its on measures for determining the acceptability of
candidates for admission to the college. With the creation of the
College Board and Educational Testing Ser% ice, however, it became
possible for students to take one program of tests at a location near
their homes and ha%c the scores sent to colleges where they wished
to apply for admission.

The need for a central testing agency was dictated by some of the
sam#conditions ruiv.. present fur adult, learners wishing recognition
cfor prior learning. First. there was the problern,that high schools
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differed greatly in the populations they served, the grades awarded,
and the quality of instruction. Thus learning measured -as a charac-
teristic of the indisidual furnished a necessary balance for the great
variability in learning resources and student experiences. Second,
as students became more mobile. colleges lost personal familiarity
with indisidual high schools and their characteristics. and it was in-
creasingly difficult to make assessments without some kind °Nest.
Third, it was not feasible to have learners traveling all over the coun-
try, paying separate fees, taking different tests to see what chances
they had of admission to the college of their choice.

Ultimately the adult population at least that part of it interested
in degree credit will find itself in the same situation, and colleges
will become increasingly burdened by the need to establish exces-
sively costly "assessment centers."

As we look ahead, it Seeths that someone should be thinking about
both a psychometric program 1°1-44 assessment of competencies
and-a program of services that would establish assessment centers,'
re peta.. "competencies" to both employ ers and colleges, and facilitate
the movement of lifelong learners-in the society. There is no reason
to think that such a service would threaten the autonomy of institu-
tions with respect to the granting of credit or employ ers with respect
to the hiring of workers any more than the reporting of SAT or Amer;
ican College Testing Program (Act) scores threatens the right of Col-
leges to set their own admissions policies.,

.,.

Providing Information

Information about Learning Resources

Ther sirtually
rn

unanimous agreement among planners and pro-
. side ?that. adult learners need, more information about available

es
learning resourcesdespite a generar lack of cOnSincing data that
in forrnition about existing opportunities is a top priority item for a
large number of adults. It is a highly unusual set of planning recom-
mendations. for example. that does nut address specifically and in a
variety orways the need to improse thc collection and dissemination
.of information (see Appendix B). And action seems to be following
recommendations very rapidly , especially at the federalt4evel. A"

3 4
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substantial proportion of the 1977-78 VIPSE (Fund for the Impro%e-
ment of Postsecondary Education) budget, for example, was allo-
cated to experiments and models for prodding information to
adults; and the higher education amendments for 1976 authorize
federal funding for the creation of Education Information Centers. 4
(Etc.) ig,the states.

When one looks at the data from needs assessments or from the
research on self-directed learning, howeyer. the demand is not as
clear as it seems to most planners. Figures from needs assessments
show that at most 20 percent of adults who say.they would like to
learn cite lack of information about al. aitable opportunities as a bar-
rier to their participation, in no study is lack' of iniRrmation a bar-
rier to as many people as cost, lack of time. lack of convenient sched-
ules, and &o on. If the question is put positiyely. for example. "Do
you know where to go for information about learning opportuni-
ties?" a ratherreassuring 70 to 8o percent of would-be learners say
they do (Central New York, i 975, Iowa. 1976). (The overwhelming
majority would go to a school counselor.) E%en w hen adults were
asked if they would like information "about educational opportuni-
ties in the region where to find courses. how to use librariel., mu-
seums, etc., where to take equkalency exams, and so forth." if the
location were corftnient and the fees low. a scant 12 to i5 percent
indicated an interest infkusing such a service (California, 1975, Iowa,
r976), The only- high-demand figure from the needs assessments, .
comes in answer to questions such as "Would ybu like more infor-
mation than you now hase?" In yerification of the notion that more
information is presumably always welcome, 70 to 85 percent of the
potential learners responded in the affirmatke (Central New York,

_1975: Nevi York. i977).
The urgency of the demand for information is no_greater when

dewed from the perspectiye of self-directed leartrers. Tough (r 971)
reports that the major difficulties experienced in self-directed
learning are more likely to lie in the inadequacy or the inoompet
tence of the help reteked rather than in a failure to recognize the
need for help or to know where to go to find it.

How, then, do we explain this strange preoccupation of planners
to proyide help in locating resourc es:. The rnon%ations are.multiple
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Arad, in our opinion, sound. In the firsiplace, u ndersei; ed poput,
* tions ethnic minorities, the elderlf, and those of low educational

-attainment and low job status are much less likely to know where to
get information than-are people in the better educated segments of
society. Furthermore. most of the information currently available is
more accessible and more attractiv e,to welt- educated gbroups. It con-
sists primarily of course listings distributed through print media of
newspapers and mailed announcements (Central New York. 1q7,5).
The message seems to be that if ego opportunity is a primary mo- .

tivation for improving the infowation network, then great e
should be. taken to make certain that the information reaches th v
intended audiences. We shall .rilturn to this matter later. -

A second motivation for providing information is that it seems
apparent that adults do.not know as much as they think they know
about learning opportunities. New York, for example, has been'a
national leader in providing new p7ograms and services designed
specifically for adults. yet les% than one-third of the adults respond-

. ing to a regional survey had evien heard of the State enivertity of
New York's Empire State College, and only a handful were Aware of
the Regents' External Degree Program (Northeast New York, 1974).
Another illustration is found in the data showing that-an amazing('

-
35 percent of the adults in a national study, (Carp, Peterson, and c..

Roelfs, 1974) said that the fact tharthey did not want top to school
full-time constituted a barrier to their continued learning. As al-
most all planners and educators know, there are very few subjects
and very few locations where any adult any w here would have to "go
to school full-time" to advance his learning. The problem seems to
be 4 simple lack of information about new kinds of part-time,learn-
ing opportunities.

Adultsseem to have an image of learning as a classroom exercise
for young people w ho usually spend full time under the tutelage pf
authoritative teachers. That is what it was when they "went to 'school,-
and for nonparticipants nothing hasihapRened since then to change
this image. Thus a strong case can be made that adults need a new
image of adult learn lig, and to this end, they need up-to-date infor-
mation,ma n . whether the khow it or not.

.A third motivation for providing information about educational
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ctprograms a d services is that colleges are very eager to attract adults
to their pr rams. From our perspective Of "putting the student first
and the institution second." that motive is not always completely
learner- centered, but most colleges are sincerely 'trying to serve
adult needs; thee spending money and time to do so, and there
is no point in providing opportunities if people don't know they
exist which, in tact. seems to be the case. Hence. from the stand-
point of the providers. the dissemination 'of information td poten-
tial users is highly desirable.

Finally, a fourth motivation lies in the need of planning offices-for
comprehensive information about learning resources so that un-
necessary duplication and expense can be avoided, and so that ser-
vices can be provided in response to accurately informed demand.

Any one of these motivations would, be sufficient argument for the
collection and dissemination of information about learning re-
sources, but together they make a compelling case. Our anal') sis that
shows quite energetic response to fairly low client demand for in-
formation. however, points up the problem of taking figures from
needs assessments WO literally. Bits and pieces of data cannot be
extracted and cited as conclusive evidence either that a need exists
or that it does not exit. For example. Iowa's ( t 976) data, showing
that 12 percent of tbe adults in the state say the)-t-waol4 use a ser-
vice pros iding educational information is not Overly impressive until
it. is confronted with the alternative of not providing information

i- about educational services. Requirements from funding agencies to
Ale onstrate demand" through survey research may not be helpful

..
a may even be misleading if not 1, Jev.qc) within the larger perspec-
t e., . .

In view of these purposes to be served through the appropriate
d ssemination of information, what suggestions might be offered?
F st, there is the general problem of simply collecting the appro-
priate information about learning resources. Recommendations
from planning documents seem to cluster around three distinct
purposes. One goal concerns the collection of information (see Cate-
gory I-A in Appendix B). A second goal is more concerned with the
dissepination of information to aclult learners (see Category 1-B in
Appendix B). The third purpose is ret rurtinent for colleges and uni-
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versities (I-C, Appendix B). Thus the collection of information ap-
pears to serve three purposes. to help planners provide app5opriate
and nonoverlapping educational oppottunities, to serve as a data
base for public dissemination, and to help educational institutions
weather the decrease in the number of i8 to 24 year olds by serving
a'fieTv clientele of older learners.

In some of the recommendations Made by planners. data banks
are narrowly conceived. suggesting the collection and collation of
aclult education programs offered only by colleges and universities.
As Figure i shows, however, the educational resources of colleges
and universities constitute a small, albeit important, part of the
learning resources of the learning society. To be sure, the collation
of even so limited a resource as "adult educauon cpurses" available
in a given region would constitute a giant step ahead, but it would
not appear to be maximally useful to either planners or learners.
It seems imperative to extend the data banks of learning resources
beyond the offegs of postsecondary institutions, The extent of
this undertaking calls for central leadership in devising the meth-
odology and classification sy stem fora computerized data bank.

At the present time. there are many local efforts to provide betier
information about learning resources to potential learners. They
range from telephone exchanges with volunteers operating from

ex cards, to school counselors and libraries collecting brochures
ana catalogues. to computer-generated publicttions of college-level
offerings throughout an entire state. But so far there has been a
great deal more enthusiasm than expertise, and there is no sign that
order will emerge from the present chaotic scene without somekind
of.central coordination and leadership.

A number of problems are not being addressed by current efforts.
First there is the problem that few, if any, information listings
are comprehensive. Potential consumers should know, for example,
that they can get a course in "speed reading" for $2.00 in ro weekly
lessons at the local adult school. for $225.00 at a plush resort week-
end, for college credit at thescommunity 69Ilege, or through cor-
respondence study from the extension program of the state univer-
sity.

SEcond. there are no Arrangements. so far, to gather information

3



across providers in comparable form. It is exceptionally difficult,
even for the professional counselor r well-informed disseminator
of information, to make comparison from promotional brochures
or information submitted (or omitte ) by providers. Third, there
arc an increasing number of Option available to a national clientele.
Locatinformation banks rarely include national options such as cor-
respondence and television courses, nonresident degrees, credit for
noncollegiate learning, military and government programs, and
so on. Finally, there is the problem that with so many states recog-
nizing the need for better informational services, of various task
forces pressing hard for the creation of information data banks, and
with the new federal authorization for Education Information Cen-
ters, it would be more helpful to users, not to mention more eco-
nomical for states, if there were some consistency and comparability
ac ross state lines.

For all of.these reasons it is timely to suggest that some central
agency should take the leadership in devising a model for collect-
ing and classifying learning resources. Such a centralized agency
might devise the appropriate forms and procedures for collecting
and storing data, thus enabling local jurisdictions to collect and up.
date information in an efficient format. Local agencies however,
would be encouraged to supplement the national core model as

(7-appropriate foi the region and clientele. The responsibility for col-
lecting and keeping current learning opportunities available nation-
ally would be assumed by the central ag ncy. Since it is probably un-
realistic to attempt a comprehensise mo el for listing all of the learn-
ing resources illustrated in Figure 1, it 'ght be appropriate to limit
the national classification scheme to "or anized instruction" along
the lines of,the National Center for Educ ion Statistics e ition of
adult education. In summary, there is a n ed for so coordination
and leadership in collecting information bout le ning resources.
That says nothing yet about disseminating it o tial users.

Like colleCtion, dissemination has -been a haphazard affair.- For
the most part, dissemination has been left to pros iders, and news-
paper advertisements and mailed bulletins hase been the most com-
mon methods. Such methods arc usually rated effectise by b h
learners and providers (Central Nev. York: 1975). 1
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e 2. Preferences for Dissemination of Information
about Adult Education

I

.
.Number

.- 9570

Percent

50.1
.),..:. .3376 18.7

2203 ii .5
1567 8.2
1287 6.7
636' 3.3
251 1.3

Method

Vailed notices
Newspaper ............, 2
Catalogues/posters
Information Center

`\ Radio/TV .
Placeoi work

/ None of
1

( Source.. New York. 1977. p. 66. i. .. 4

data from a study conducted by the Ngs% York Slate Education De-
partment in response to the question, "Which one of these six ways
would best help you know w hat is as ailable in adult education?"

While these data are useful to prosiders seeking to make their
offerings known, they fi'as limitations with respect to implementa-
tion for the broader learning society. In the fu rst place, surveys lend
to overrate the familiar, most. people have not experienced altetna-

.,
tive ways to get information. Second, w hile-the oserail preference is
dearly for mailed notices, other data show that addlts with Iowr in-
comes and low 'educational attainmenkare more likely than others to
tirefer radio 'or television dissemination. While acting on the data
shown in Table 2 Nould probably satisfy the majority of potential
clients, it would continue to seve those 'who are already he erved.
Third, these data apply to. traditional images of adult edu ion
courses offered by schools and colleges. This form of clisse9ination
would df little to change the unageof adult learning! And it,is, I
suggest, one of the tasks of the total learning society (although not
nec,essAily of indildual prosiders) to present a broader image of `.

the variety of learning opportunities now available.
Recognizing some of the limitations of dissemination by print

media, there has been some recent experimentation with informa-
tion.centers to disperse information. To date, such centers have
usually used 4 counseling model, and have typically.been located on
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so-called neutral ground, i.e., not on the premises of .e provider.
Since most have been financed by federal funding, target clients
have tended to .be the disadvantagedand the centers have been
located in the center of low-income pOpulatiOns. This makes good
sense since it is a consistent research finding that proximity is a
significant factor in the use of educational services. The onvon-one
counseling model also follows research findings indicating that dis-
advantaged adults are likely to want and to need personali4tcr help.
A regional4ew York study (Western New York, 1976) fotind, for
example, that 34 percent of the,whites but 78 percent tlf nonwhites
said they would4like to talk with someone about learning opportuni-
tiei: Other research data, as well as experience, suggest that well-
educated adults are more interested in complete and accurate infor-
mation, whereas the educationallli disadvantaged exprep a greater
need for help with interpretation and referral. The newfy-proposed
Education Information Centers (Higher Education Amendments,..
1976) are likely to follow the model of establishing information cen-
ters in neighborhoods. where they are likely to reach a variety of
people, buiespecially the disadvantaged. ,

There are, however, other steps that can be taken that have been
generally ignored in this countrY.txperience in Sweden has shown
that recr ent of undereducated groups has been far more suc-
cessful w conducted at work sites than when conducted in hous-

g areas ( ubenson, 1977). The reason is believed to lie in the in-
fluence of reference groups- Hav ing ones coworkers Nalue and sup-
port learning activiiies is thought to be especially important among
working class people, llie disturbing finding that labor union mem-
bers are not taking advantage of anion- negotiated financial assis-
tance for education (Levine, 197,0'Keefe, 1977) my well be a re-
flection of the lack of referents group support. Indeed it may eien
indicate hostility or derisiveness toward education for adults.

The attitudes of the poorly educated toward education have been
generally underplayed in the recruitment efforts in this country.
liar more atterrtion has been given to the removal of what I have
called situational and institutional barriers than to dispositional bar-
Ars (Cross, in press). Despite ey idence to the contrary, There seems
to' be a conviction that all people are interested in further educa-

9.
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don, and thdt if providers of leartiing reso rtes cottild remove in-
stitutional barriers and if child.caTe, financia assistance, and trans-
portation could take care of the barriers ariiin out of one's situation
in life, then .people would be able to ffili th it desire for further
learning. Many .peoplen especially those with lo educational attain-
ment, have probably had,very bleak experienc s with education. If
they learned one thing in the schools, it 'may ave been that they
were not good at learning (reinforced' by a stri ,g of Ds and Fs on
their report cards) and that their feelings of self-worth will not be
enhanced by exposing themselves to further failur.

This_analysis indicates that it is not simply a atter of making
in formation. about educational opportunity as ails le to underedu-
cated, Aitiericans, it is a matter of changing the im e of education
and learning for iridisiduals and for whole grow s. We need 16
think.more imaginatively about how that can be done. .

The popular press has been giving some attention ecently io the
isocial phenomenon of adult learning. The New York Ti es (January 8,
`108), for example, devoted some 13 pages to adult earning,.and
June usually brings a rash of local human interest stories on inter-
generational graduating classesespecially in community colleges.
These are firre,as far as they go. They do change the irrt4ge of adult'
learners, and the so-called "average adult" can usually identify easily
with the featured graduates. The typical human interest story, how-
ever, does not do much to change the image of adult learning. While
many are pleased to see laborers and grandmothers getting college
degrees, that may not appear to be a realistic goal for the father of
four with a high school education an* low-paying, but full-time
job.,

Two things are needed more attention to the variety of learning
resources in schools arnd colleges as well as those offered by mu-
seums, industry community agencies, and so on, and a con inuing
flow of information shiywing wEy$ and how educational oppo tunlity
is relevant and possible Cor disadvantaged adult's. The first fight
be accomplished through a concerted effort to expose medi per-
sonnel to.the new options. They, too, may have outdated ima es of
adultleirning; steering cleat of sending telesision crews and pho-
tographers out et take yet another picture of a classroom with lder
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people sitting in rows in front of the blackboard and a profelOsor.
research is correct in concluding that the cos erw helming majority
(go percrit) of adults are pursuing self - directed learning projects
and that 6o to 70 percent are interested in participating in organized
learning activities, television producers should be made aware that
there would be substantial audience identification with adult learn-
ing activities. Indeed it is not too farfetched to suggest that perhaps
the public should see the learning actisites of Rhoda, the jeffersons,
and other television personalities on national network telestsiWn.
Such a suggestion .may offend some academics, bet the fact is that
national network shows are far more likely to reach underserved
adults than public television or printed course schediyes. Further-
more, the potential for changing images of education is probably
greater through network television than throughcmore academically
oriented presentations.

A service that should be provided un behalf of the teaming society
is a coordinated, concerted effort.to inform media personnel of the
probable high interest of the public, in a sariety of adult .learning
activities. Television, because it reaches the undersersed should be
a particular target, but newspapers and magazines are also in need
of some infornition that would come, new images of the learning
society.

Newspapers and magazines, for example, might appropriately be
encouraged to pros ide a continuing flow of accurate information
through syndicated columns similar to those dealing with health.
and financial planning. The topics to be dealt with seem as interest-
ing and inexhaustable as these for health, financial plipning, and
travel. Questions and answers could also be a feature of the column.
The goal would be to present a constant flow of information that
would suggest new possibilities to potential learners, create interest
and identification, and provide accurate uprto-date information.
The effectiveness of 1..tch an appi oath was demonstrated in 1975
when a newspaper dititle described some new open learning prt3-

. grams and referred to the College BoardiEd ucatjonal Testing Ser-
vice Office of New Degree Programs. The office received a virtual
avalanche of requests for information sometimes as many as 5o
letters a day during the first few months after the article appeared.

4
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It is perhaps belaboring theplAious to say that information about
the learning society should be presented in a variety of modes and
that it should be targeted to yhe desired audiences. But effective dis-
semination inv2hes far more than getting minima) information
about courses,Tees, and meeting times into the hands of potential
learners. It involves making the image of the learning, society as.
exciting as it really is.

Providing Information about Self
There appears to ,be an unmet, and ei.en largely, undiscussed,'
interest in self-assessment on the part of adults. Of the numerous
needsassessments.examined, we found only two that included items
tested to self-assessment (California,' t 9e; Iowa, 1976). When the
possibility of getting more information about themsel %es was posed
to adults, however, they ga'e 'it high priority. Table 3 shows that

1

Table 3. Percent of Adults
Indicating Interest in One or More Services

California
N=1048

Iowa
N=802

Course or adult program of learning . . 26 17

Assessment apersonal cornpetences . ' . 20 12 ,

Testing of strengths and weaknesses . . . . 20 14

Information about adult educaticm opportunities; . 15 12

Personal counseling i 3 6

Testing to Otain advanced stinding i i 8

Educational and career counseling . 1 t 8
Establishing a record (transcript) of

educational experieneel. . ., . .. I I it).
Providing a place to study .., . .1. . . to g 4..

Evaluation of noncollege experiences for ... ,

possible credit . . . . . . . 9 14 t
Basic skills training . . . .

.....

9 6
N,ot interested in any of the a hoVc . . . - . 39 5o

Sources. California: io71. p fi7 anal Iowa, i y7fi. p 121

4
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"assessment of personal competencies" and "testing of strengths
and weakneises" rank high on the listiof sersices that adultsospuld
like provided.

I .suspect that the percentages presoted ih Table 3 should be con-
sidered somewhat low for tworeasoffls. One is that these data are
reported for all adults in the state sample, regardless of whether or
not they expressed an interest in further learning. In California,
pei-centages are higher-3i percent interested in assessment of per-
sonal competend,z and 28 percent interested in testing strengths
and weaknesses when the sample is limited to "would-be learners.'

Secondly, some of the options presented in the list are not familiar
to aduk learners, and it is difficult in brief surreys of this type to
educate adults to some new possibilities and to determine how they it

would react to Opportunities w here credibility and usefulness are yet
to be established. It is a little like asking people 5° years ago who
.were accustomed to presersing food by use of an icebox, how they
would respond to an electric refrigercitor and frozerif9ods. Some-
times it is necessary to show people what can be donelefore they
know whether they "need" it or not. Much as most people today
,would insist that they need a refrigerator, perhaps most leark-s..
tomorrow will insist that they nerd to be able to assess their pet-
sonal competencies or to establish a record of educational experi-
ences. .

From thek data we may conclude that there is a need for some
kind of self-assessment kit that, used prisately or in conjunction
with a counselor, would help adults assess their strengths, compe-
tencies, and needs for further learning. The problem is that there
is almost no information mailable about what adults really want to
know about themselves.

The first step would be to find out what adults want to know about
their competencies and their strengths and weaknesses. Do they
want to know how they would fare in the Classroom with younger
students? Do they want to know which weaknesses, if corrected,
would lead to greater personal and job satisfaction? Do they' want
to know if they are capitalizipg on their best talents in their present
line of wok? Do they want tests of knowledge, performance ap-
praisals of skills, judgments of personal des elopment? Do they want

:
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to be able...to purchase a reputable self-assessment kit they can ad-
minister and interpret themselves, or are iiiey asking for the greater
availability of existing interest and achievement tests, typically

,interpreted now by counselors? Can they artisfulate vth'at they want
to know about themselves dnd what would be acceptable forms of

..4 -providing the information
This seems to call for further research into the need for self- ..

Issessment. Once the interests are dear, an action agenda could
call for the responsible development of measures and instruments
that could be provided to adult learners in a form they would find
acceptable.

Providing for self-assessment would be a distin- ct departure for
educators. When dealing with children and young people, it has
been assumed that test scores and other measures of personal de-
velopment art to be used by cotugielors and teachers. rather than
by students themselves. IndeedllEntil quite recently. it was con-
sidered desirable not to inform even college-age students of test
scores or pe,rsonalit) ( measures except through "interpretation" by
a professional couns lor. There has been a general easing of the
secretiveness surrounding persbnal assessments hi-recent years, but
with the continuing flow of adults into the educational system, our
position on such matters must be reexamined. If adults are to as-
sume responsibility for their' learning. then they must be able to
assess their progress and to evaluate their needs.

There already exists a large number of tests. inventories, inter-
active computei models, and other nrasures useful in self-assess-
ment.

.
Most were devised for younger students. but many may be

applicable or modified to become appwriate for use with adults.
An important service could be provided to adult learners if a con- .

certed effort were made to. determine what adults want to know
about themselves, examine existing instruments and 'measures to
see which 4re sappiopriate or what modifications might make them
so, devise new measures where necessary, and recommend a pro-
gram for administration and interpretation of self-assessment.

This is a complex undertaking involving' unified program of
research. development. dnd recommendations fur implementation.
It should involve counselors. adult learners, researchers. and mea-
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/ surement professionals. Serious consideration should be given to
developing a self-assessment kit that is truly, that. It should be self-
administering and serf-scoring, freely available for use with or with-
out a counselor. In addition, however, consideration should be given
to combining some aspects of self-assessment with the centers sug-
gested earlier for the assessment of competenciek for possible college
credit. All this would take time. As an interim measure. it would be
useful to have a layman's guide to self-assessment measures. The
guide should be carefully indexed. and should contain all relevant
information pertaining to availability, skill assessed, administration.
scoring and interpretive materials, and so on. It would be highly de-
sirable to have a panel of professionals review the measures recom-
mended for inclusion. Althbugh the issue may be a sensitive one for
publishers of materials and inventories. it would be most useful to
have a selected rather than a comprehensive listing. The guide could

. be made available to libraries. adult education information centers.
and counselors in government agencies and personnel offices as well
as in schools and colleges: Some serious consideration should be
given to which measures would provide useful information to adults
wishing to use them independently.

Providing Counseling and Referral Services

The process of matching learner needs and interests to appropriate
learning resources is a crucial one for the learning society. AO. of
course, the process begins with self-assessment and informAion
about esources as just discussed. This section, however, is concerned
wit the actual matching process. .

Most research indicates that adults want to maintain a high degree
of control over their learning activities. The number of adults in-
terested in "information" almost always exceeds the number inter-
ested in "counseling." which seems to imply more intervention.

° A national study of the need, for counseling on the part of adults
-undergoing or anticilting career °club changes determined that
approximitcly 36 percent-of the American population between 16
and 65 are "in transition" (Arbeiter. et al., 19;6). These adults con-
stitute a strong potential market for education since a majority (62,
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ercent) plan to seek additional education. Most of these in-transi-
ion adults are more interested in information than in counseling.
When 29 illustrative services were ranked according to the percent

,.., expressing high interest in each one, those sell ices providing infor-
madon (as opposed to guidance, counseling, or training) clustered
toward the top of the list. The two top-ranked services, for example, ..,

were lists of available jobs and facts on occupational fields.
One could conclude from these data that computer printouts of

up-to-date, accurate information would be a low-cost, efficient way
If to serve many adults. But this approach, valuable as it is, would serve

the needs of well educated people better than poorly educated ones.

/

/ We already know that educationally disadvantaged groups are more
interested in counseling and advisor} services than are better edu-

/
cated groups. Blacks are more interested in guidance and counsel-

! ing than v. hites, and low income groups are more interested in coun-
seling regarding personal and on-the-job problems than hightin-

/ come groups (Arbeiter, et al., 1976). Takje 4 presents typical ate- 1
showing increasing independence as educational level rises.

In general..research suggests that counseling services providing
personal contacts should be ov errepresented in low-Income areas,
both /because the interest in personal contact is greater on the part
of those with luw educational attainment and because higher incomes
groups prefer. or at least are better able to use less labor-intensive l.
mechanisms for matching their interests to available learning re-
sources.

table 4. Knowledge of and Desire fur Advisement Services,
by Educational Level 4-

Percent knotong Percent desznng
twat of ad- to discuss adult
1 0(01 and rnform. learning amasses

Education lerel allart SIMI( " with someone
.4..

o-7 years 29 > 47
8-11 years tie

12-1 -5 years . , 7S 37
, 1 fi or mere years i ;2 27

06urce Western Nev. York.

.10
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It appears that the most efficient way to provide for matching
N.
learner interests to learner resources would be to develop the nec-

. essary base of information about self and resources, which can then
be used independently, or with minimal personal or telephone as-
sistance, by those willing and able to do so, and through counselors
for those desiriqg or needing more perspnal attention. NJ

But if disadvantaged adults are to get the kind of personal and
human help that they want and need, some as will have to be
found to balance off those heavy labor- intensive, expenditures by
finding alternative ways to serve large numbers of adults w-ithout. a/
need or a desire for traditional one-on-one counseling. .

Although most surveys indicate a consistent lack of interest in
technology in education. there'is reason to think that much of the
apparent resistance is due to lack of knowledge and lack of experi-
ence rather tIrjan rejecti6n of technology per se. Indeed, it is also a
consistent finding of research that Most people who hake used the

. new technologies give them very high ratings. sit,i, a computerized
System of Interactive Guidance and Information that helps students
match their career salues and interests to occupational choices,
received enthusiastic 'endorsement from more than 85 percent of
the students using it, and counselors rejected bya wide margin the
,notion that computer-based guidance was a fad or a threat to their
jobs, feeling instead that such systems would relieve them of rou-
tine duties and help students make appropriate decisions (Chap-
man. et al.. 1977). For another example. Miami-Dade Community
College use,s a computergenerated letter to inform learne.rs of their
progress. iiss. P (Response System with Variable Prescriptions) pro-
vides off-campus learners with an analysis of their work. explana-
tions of errors. and prescriptions for further study. It has been con-
sistently rated the most popular feature of any course using it.

There is little doubt that computerized matching of interests to
opportunities will become increesingly feasible, effectise, and popu-
lar. But there is also a great sanely of noncomputerized approaches
to helping adults match resources to interests. Print materials are
popular and useful for many. especially better educated adults who
can do their on "matching- if they have information about avail-
able options. Beyond that, a strong argument c t n be made that

,
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courses on "consumerism in education" should be required ofpeo-
ple preparing to become lifelong learners. People should be-taught
how to analyze their needs as these change oser the developmental
stages of adulthood. which methods of ed ucation work best for them.
and how to locate and esaluate learning resources. Such skills an
be deNeloped in group sessions designed to pros ide an orientation
to lifelong learning.4 They can also be taught by self-instructional
packages. There are identifiable tasksn deseloping a learning plan.
They consist of steps such as defining goals, locating and evaluating
resources, gaining access to appropriate opportunities, receiving
credit for prior learning. and so on. 1,would be useful if someone
would de,,elop. a set of references and materials appropriate for
planning a coherent program of learning actilities. to be used inde-
pendently. in class sessions. or in one-on-one sessions with coun-
selors-or mentors. .

In short, there should be a sariery of appfoaches to helping peo-
.. ple plan appropriate learning actisities. One-on-one counseling is

-- probably the best method for quite inexperienced learners, group
methods and computerized guidance systems are probably appro-
priate for large numbers of so-called aserage people who need help
and direction at certain points, and self-instructional packages may
be adequatesand welcomed bs more independent adult lefrners.

To date. there are not enough alternatises to the one-on-one
. counseling model on the-one hand. and The random trial-and-error

model on the other. All possible encouragement should be provided
to help adults assume responsibility for planning and obtaining
learning programs appropriate to theirneeds.

Summary ..

'-., .
g

There remains little doubt that a learning society lies in our future.
Indeed. research indicates that the ostiw*Iming majority of adults
are already engaged in a fascinating array of learning actisities both
inside and outside educational institutions, Current pressures in so-
ciety and in postsecondary education are pushing toward the provi-
sion of more sers ices and programs for adult learners. These pres-

. sures can be used constructi%ely to link the interests of adult learners
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to a Nast array of learning resources or they can be used destructively
to "legitimize" and redirect the spontaneous learning projects of
adults into a narrow range of "educational" activities. .

The position advocated in this paper is that the goal of the learn-
ing society is Co make adults stronger. better-informed, more self-
directed learners, it is not to make learners increasingly dependent
on others to tell them what. when, where. and how to learn. Educa-
tors have a vital role to play in this effort. Research indicates that
adult learners do want and need help. In particular, they need help
in planning and utilizing learning activities that will help them to
retch their goals. One of the greatest needs in a society with a rich
Variety of learning resource and a potenyil constituency of millions
is to make the necessary connections between learners and re-
sources. If that "missing link" can be supplied, the learning society
can be4nne a reality.

These suggestions are consistent with the priorities of the Com-
mission on Nun-Traditional Study (1973. p. XN) which described the
learning society as one that. "... puts the student.first and the insti-
tution second. concentrates more oh the formes need than the
latter's convenience. encourages diversity of individual opportunity
rather than uniform prescription, and deemphasizes time. space.
and even course requirements in favor of competence and, where
applicable, performance. It has concern for the learner of any age
and circumstatue. fur the degree aspirant as well as the person who
Ends sufficient reward in enriching life through constant, periodic,
or occasional study."

Three resources,were used in developing this paper. Since 1970,
more than 3o major surveys have been conducted in an effort to de-
termine the needs and interest/ of adult learners and wouldbe
learners. Because the findings are remarkably similar across studies.
it is possible to present a reasonably consistent profile of adult inter-
ests. It is simplistic, however. to interpret such data directly as indi-
cating consumer "demand** or as determining the desired directions
for a learning society. The needs assessments proi,ide one Valuable
source of informatin. Used in conjunction with other data about
desirable goals for the learning society, they greatly enrich the po-
tential for wise planning. -

( 'r
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A second resource available to us consists of more than 40 sets of
recommendations. This enables us to build trponthe extensive con-
siderations of a netwdrk of well-informed people thinking about
future education needs: primarily for purposes of statewide plan-
ning.

A third resource consists of the dozen or more research studies
using probing interviews to help adults recall a great variety of self-
initiated learning projects. Thesthree major resources contributed
valuable insights and i range of ideas abouneeded services to link
the learning interests of adults to the resources available in the
learning society. ' .

Supplying the missing link. between learner interests on the one
hand and learning resources on dr other. seemed to call for atten-
tion to three general areas:

.

Facilitating access to the appropriate learning resources. a process
that includes. access for underserved groups and advocacy for the
special needs of adult learners because they are adults.

a Providing informaiion to adult learners about available learning
resources and about themselves and their strengths and weak-
nesses. --" ..

Providing counseling' arid referral services designed to assist
learners in planning. and match learner needs to appropriate
learning resources. 0 at

Facilitating Access 1

Two sizable problem areas emerge when issues of access are con-
stdered. First, all data indicate that today's adult learners are dis-
proportionately young. %%l ite. fairly well-educated adults making
good incomes. Disadvantaged adults. especially those of low educa-
tional attainment. are not participating in today's adult education
programs. and they' express little interest in doing so. This suggests
the need to change the image of education. Many adults who
dropped out of school early had bleak encounters w ith education and
experienced early failure in the school system. Unless we can provide
these adults with a better understanding of how today's variety of
opportunities are appropriate to their lives an needs. it is prob-

e
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able that the increased a% ailability of learning opportunities will in-
crease the educational gap between those with the motivation,
knowledge, and resources to take advantage of the learning society
.and those whose negative image of educatio [flakes them unre-
sponsiVe to the opportunities available.

A second access question concerns the mo ification of traditional
services so that they are appropriate to the special needs of adults.
In general, this issue has received considerable attention because of
the interest of postsecondary institutions in attracting an adult clien-
tele to cushion the predictable drop in the enrollment of full-time
students. Adults do seem to be achieving equity in 'fees and access
to services in that educational institutions are making the necessary
administrative arrangements to offer schedules, locations, and ser-
vices appropriate for part-time learners.

The problem of recognizing the experiences and prior learning of
adults is more difficult. There is widespread agreement now that
traditional time - serving measures of learning are not adequate for
the learning society. Many institutions are beginning to grant, credit'
by examination. credit for experiential learning, and credit for
learning done under the auspices of noneducational agencies. And
some institutions are beginning to establish their on assessment
centers in order to facilitate placement and-appropriate program
planning for adult learners.

Since. the assessment of learning has becothe a general problem,
in and out of traditional educational pathways, and since it provides
the base on which planning for life-long learning must rest, it is
,time to look at the potential for professional assessment services
that can serve individual learners as well as educational institutions,
and even employers, by conducting competency assessments. The
suggestion is for a network if assessment centers that will conduct
assessments and provide reports to agencies or institutions indicated
by individuals.

Providing Information
Almost all planning documents at state and federal levels recom-
mend the development of some for m of .infor ma 'on service to help
in connecting learner interests and available rata from

r- .
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va us )tioeconomic groups of adults indicate that a N ariety of dis-
se ination methods should be usell to reach targeted audiences.
W ile information disseminated via print media is a familiar and
populax form of providing information. there is evidence that it
serves well educated people best. People from lower socioeconomic
groups.express a greater need for more personalized one-to-one
conversations that can help them"ma&e the connection between in-
dividual goals and appropriate learnifig opportunities.

Our analysis recognized the need for national leadership in de-
signing the procedures and forms a model for collecting infor-
mation about a varlet) of. learning resources.. Local jurisdictiont
could then be responsible for collecting the basic "core' informa-
tion, supplementing it with opportunities appropriate for their re-
gion and clientele. The national service would assume responsibility
for collecting and disseminating to locarregions all information
about the increasing number of opportunities available to a national
clientele.

The second dimension of "providing information" is concerned
with providing adults with information about themselves. Although
very few needs assessments thought to pose the question; when peo-
ple were asked if they would like more information about their
competencies, strengths and weaknesses, and so on. substantial
numbers expressed an interest. We 'suggested the need for a re-
search program that would explore what adults want to know about
themselvis and how such information should be made available to
them. One this is known, existing measures could be examined for
their usefulness. and modified and supplemented as. appropriate.
As an interim ineasute, it was suggested that a handbook of se-
lected assessment tools for adults shoWd be prepared and made

. available to,Azeople working with adult learners.

Providing Counseling and Referral Seric .

iThe critical .element for stimulating the learning society lies n the
effectiveness of the matching process. With the increasing number

--9Pfearning options available, adults will need to become astute con-
sumers of educational offerings. This involves establishing individ-
ual learning goals and selecting the !coining resources appropriate

4 '
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umerou&wa*s are suggested to (16 this, ranging from the
one -on -one, traditional counseling model, to group sessions and
classes on eaucatioal planning' and "consumer" choice, to inter-
active conipute'r moctelsi, Different methods hate sailing degrees of
accevbility to various populations and also s arious financial ad-
vanta es,
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Footnotes

S

I. Robbins and Parker ( 976i performed a aluable service by com piling and
,indexing recommendations from 4 documents. Their work contributed

. substantially to my analysis of recommendations.
467°

2, The term educatioritypokering was wined by Heffernan, Macy, and
Vickers (19763 to descrtfrethe process of linking adult learners to learning
resources,

3. A mohthly Bule1m s klubiished by the National Center for Educational
Brokering to inform a nittimiltate exchange among brokering services
tbroughout tile country.

-I. Although The recommendations addressed staff development.'manage-r
ment, instructional, and other issues. Appendix A contains only the recom-
mendations dealing with the facilitation Occss for students.

3. A synthesis of adultimrerests in new kinds of subject matter. instructional
methods. scheduling, and other aspects of learning under the direct con-
trol of providers may be found in Cross and Zusman (1978) and Cross
( 1978).

," 4. We probably shoulddiscount the extent of cost bailers somewhat for
two reasons. (I) there is evidente that many adults, especially those of low
educational attainment, have no idea what various educational optioris-
cost. and (.0 cost is a more "socially-acceptable" reason for non participa-
tiou than more, personally threatening barriers such as lack of ability or
tack of interest.

7. Comparable data not available for Iowa

t.;. For one example of a program of this q pe see Trani. et al., 178.
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AppendixASlassification of
Recommendations by Topic messed

I. Information

A. Creation or a data banlf learning resources
Ne-w York (14)*
2. The first stage in the provision of educational and career infor-
mation and counseling services for adults is the establishment of a
State-wide regionally-based information data base of resources. The
types of resources to be catalogued regionally should' include: (i)
educational opportunities, (2) employMent and training opporitini-
ties; and (3) community services.

United States (39)
14. Inventories of current non-traditional arrangements. programs,
changes in structure, andrcredentialing should be undertaken na- .

tionally within each level or segment of higher education.

United States (39)
36. The resources of communities and regions shivld be assessed to

. create an inventory of existing educational activities conducted by
various agencies (business, industry, labor unions, and social, cul-.
tura!, and collegiate sponsors) and thus identify the total potential
of programs. facilities, and faculty.

Iowa (8)
64. Steps should be taken to expand. articulate and routinize thecol-
le.ction of dada in Iowa relevant to effective planning for lifelong
learning. .

... .
B. Dissemingion of information to help people Jocate appropriate
learning opportunities

Neu, Kirk ( 16)
9. A cooperame, regional, oll-free telephone hot-line should be

*Numbers in parentheses refer to bibliographic entries in Appendix A Number
preceding recommenclatton refers to the retommendation number in the indexed
set -

T

....
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established on a trial basis to ascertain to what extent it would be
used to obtain information about adult learning opportunities.
Brochures and newspapers currently widely used to inform adults
could be used to publicize lie existence of the telephone hot-line'.

/ New York (14)
3. Information on regional resources should be provided in an in-
expensive format, be regularly updated, and employ uniform index-
ing and cataloging procedures so that the information can be shared
cross-regionally.

California (2)
15. The Legislate sh id appropriate funds to the California

. Postsecondary Educate n Commission to operate a netwoIk of re-
gional postsecondary progtam clearinghouses designed to facilitate
institutional planning,..program improvement, and advising of po-
tential learners by a vary4, of agencies.

New York (201 t

3 7 Guidance and counseling services should direct more attention
to developing means to increase the knowledge of educational op-
tions among working class people.

Texas (24)
. .

io. Information banks should be developed at least at the regional
level tocassirpilate program offerings and assist persons in locating
courses of their interest. . -,

N

New York (1 4)
-....-

4 Information should be made available in locations wliCh are non-
threatening and easily accessikile.to the public. A recognized compo-
nent of information dispersal is adequate advertising and public

We

relations so that the public is informed of available services,
"

Illinois (7) ..
VII I-11. & statewide information retrieval and counseling system

.

58
66
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t

(should be established) for advising adult s udents abO( t, .he full
range of postsecondary opportunities availabl to them.

C. Advertising and promotional efforts to attract 'learners to edu-
cational institutions

New York (19)
6. Plan and advertise programs which will entice more of the re-
spondents who are not interested in education/ al or trainin ctivities
into becoming insolsed. Particular target groups sh be house-
wives and retired persons.

New York (15)
8.7.2. To reach the low income people. program information should
be made available through church groups, taverns and other com-
munity centers where such groups tend to congregate.

New York (15)
8.9.1. Better promotional efforts are needed to attract adults to con-
tinuing education programs. It is not sufficient to rely solely on
printed matter distributed through traditional avenues.

New York (15)
8.9.3. Another avenue for, promoting continuing education offer:
ings more fully would be the television medium.

New York (15)
8.1 i .3. Community leaders such as clergymen, legislators and other
chic leaders should be made to feel part of the planning process so
that they could, in turn, channel adults into the educatioiral in-
stitutions.."

Untied States (41)
III-1 0. The university should publicize the. availability of all enroll-
ment options to inform potential participants of varying approaches
to meeting educational needs.

Sf)



California (-2-)----/
17. The Legislature should appropriate funds to the California
Postsecondary Education Commission to copduct a regionally-based
public information program about all available postsecondary op-
portunities, with a particular focus on the Proposed information and
counseling service.

.,,,. ,

II. Counseling Services. .,
A. Creation of comprehensive counseling services

California (2)
1 O. To meet the riled of potential adult learners for information
about learning opportunities and for counseling about career plans

the most immediate and widespread of all learning needsthe
California Legislature should appropriate deselopmental funds to
create 4 statewide system of Educational Sere ices Centers to.provide
information and referral, assessment of interests and corn petencies.
counseling and career planning, and aid to individuals in coping
with institutions.

Utah (4.4) -'
. ,

17. A strong, well-informed, coordinated counseling and guidarice
service should be maintained on the campus of esery postsecondary
institution with some expertise for adsising and counseling the ma-
ture adult learner. This service should evaluate the student and
direct him toihat program or institution which best fits his purposes,
aptitudes, abilities, and interests. Information should be pros ided
on the variety of programs available, where they are located, costs
involved, and methods of instruction employed..,, 4' A

United States (39)
8. Student guidAnce and counseling services; in specially created
centers when iTecessafOr and appropriate, should provide expert ad-
vice relevant to both individual need and available resources. . .

,)
60
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Iowa (8) . ...-.

. 4. All Iowa residents should have the full range of adult supporting
services ton veniently available, including a source or sources of fi.-
nancial aid, such that re-sentry into appropriate postsecondary edu-
cation is facilitated. .

, . .
New York (1?).

. 4. Greater 'emphasis must bg placed on the guidancelcounselingl
advisement funttion as it is related to individual and group needs,

New York ( 1 7 )

li. Cons uct and implement a.plan for room uate information,
referrala d counseling services for the adult er.

s ...:,.
.., ...

., Florida (5) V
14." It is recommended that post-secondary educational institutions
expand trieir progrims of edutational information, referral. ap-
praisal, and counseling to alladults in the cvmmvity.,,

.. .

`United States (12)
2. Help states establish occupational and educational information
systems as ell as (education consumer) brokering serviot.s which

f
woad help.indkviduals of all ages make morAsitelligent choiceg
about CaYeers and educational and leisure activities.

. . .

B. Making counseling services moreyeasily accessible to adults
v

Ne'w York (1 6), - .

3. Serious study and effort should be given to the urgently needed
upgrading of adult guidance services, Because of the costs involved,
the pririCipal, provider organizations in the region should explore
the desirability and fiscal feasibility of developing jointly financed
and staffed adult guidance and counseling centers that could be
used by all providers as well as by prospectiveldult participants.

.. l ,
New York (1 8) ..
1. Off-Camns Learrtin.g Centers. It is reconlinended that /tam-

,`.

. 6 1 A i k
. ,.
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pus learning centers be established in localipes more than zo miles
from an existing educationaliiiititution. These centers woulepref-
erably be established in conjunction with local libraries which have
a commitment to postsecondary educition and some alre4dy exist-
ing resources, in the form of books, periodicals, and instructional.
technology..

New York (15}
,

I it
8.18. i. BecOtise of the expenses involved, it would be highly recom-
mended that a tearnkof well-qualified career and vocational counsel-

.. cars be formed who can tral to various locations in the region,to
#

,k;,.provide career, locational and academic counseling to adults of the
. region. Testing and test interpretation abilities. combined with a

knowledge of the world of work. should be requires of these soun-
selors.

.
.

,

Ca lifornta (3}
13. An 'extensive program of:academic and non-academic counseling
should.be provided for part-time-students.

Texas (24} b
21.

e.
Appropriate administrative an d counseling services of a uni-
.

1 versity or college should be available in the evenings and on week-
ends to accommodate the part - timer non-matriculating student.
There shoed be no distinction made between the services offered
on-campto,to the full-time student and those available to a non-tra-
ditional student.

116
: New York (.I 5) . .

8.3.3 Adult counseling ansi ac6dergic advising service personnel
need to he made aware of, and more responsive to, the particular
needs of adults. At times, the age of the counselors can be an im-
portant factor in limitirig their understanding of the older 4clults'..-..........,
problems. 8 0

.C. Development of mechanisms .andlor counseling services to match
learner needs with learning resources s

4
s

1
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California (2)
t6. California should assess present experiments in referral s,er-..«
vices to educational resources and other sources of assistance, and
deuelop 4 statewide system of postsecondary information and re
ferral services by 1980.

California (2)
i8. California should initiate a statewide network of information
and referral, appraisal, and counseling and career planning ser-
vices to offer comprehensive aid without extenshe duplication to
adults in planning their continued de%elopment and learning.

Connecticut (4)
G-13. Make up -to -date personal counseling a%ailable to all segments
of tLie population. not just students. through "regional centers, sup-.
ported by a Computer ser%ice. The computer would match up qOali-
fications and preferences of applicants with the measurable char,
acteristics and requirements of the state's institutions of higher
educatiop.

New York (17 )
6. Constr,uct and
referral and cou

element a plan for more adequate information,
elingservices for the adult learners.

1:), Development of counselor training programs

Nottokitcul (4) M.

G:r2. Extend the training of.4,eunselors in contemporiry ap-
proaches. including the use of the computer as a counseling tool.

4

NPw York
.

2.1. The de%elopment of a training prograin foi counselors or adults
in educational institutions and at community agencies be established
at one (or _possibly more) institutions in the region.

Neu! York (20)
2.2. Short-term training programs in institutes and workshops for.
03.

of



counselors of fclt\hs in con tin uirtg education should be developed.

New York (20)
3.6. Director's of counseling services and Counselors should be
oriented to the usetof technology for maximum effectiveness. econ-
omy and utilization of such services.

. 6,,
New York (20)
.3.8. Cantselors employed by counseling and referral len ices in con-
tinuing education should be oriented to the developmvntal needs of
adults and to methods of organizing and disseminat4 education

formation.

New York ( 16)
3. Serious study and effort should be given to the urgently needed
u.pgrading'of adult guidance sere ices. Because of the costs invoked,
the principal provider organizations in the region should explore
the desirability and fiscal feasibility of de eloping jointly financed
and staffed adult guidance and counseling centers thi could be
used by all providers as well as by prospective adult partidpants.

'Neu, York (16)
4. Emerging efforts at mid-career counseling and advisement should
be multiplied and bolstered through igorous research efforts by the
region's colleges to gain' more insight into the needs and problems
of,adults facing mid-career changes:

New York. (I 6)
3. Graduate programs specializing in,phe counseling of adults should
be more extensively developed. . dent support for the de%elop-
ment of stop programs should be rovided though funding by rite
New York State Department of Education as part of its announced
commitment of broadened access to postsecondary continuing edu-
cation opportunities for adults_ .

.10
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III. Provision of Support Services

California (3)
io. Existing campus facilities should be fully aailable to the part-
time student, particularly in the late afternoons. et enings. c,,n week-
ends, and in the summer,

New York( 15 )
8.3.3. Policies for the use of gy rnnasium facilities. libraries and other
services can be adjusted to accommodate the part-time student adult
who has a family with dependents.

New York ( 1 5)
8.3$. Offices of the registrar. the deans of students, academic ade
visors and counselors. the cashier and the book store should be open
at hours suitable for working adults. These offices should be open
for some, hours.ing weekends or eening hOurs.. These how's
should be sufficiently well athertised to enable the working people
to plan ahead.

Untied States (41)
111-7. Appropriate athisory and administratis.e series of the uni-
yersity should be ayailable at night and on weekends to accommodate
nonconsentional participants engaged in programs offered daring
those times.

Florula 15)
It is recommended that postsecondary educational institutions

make all resources and services. such as physic4 acilities. counsel-
ing and referra). student financial assistance. registration systems
and libraries ayailable on an equitable basis to part-time learners.

Massarhuseits I-1 0) ,

Efforts should be made ,to rerhoss other bartiirs women face
through adult day programs for women with children in school. day
are facilities on campus for women with small children. and the

f)')
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IV. R cress and 4dvocacv

A. Improving access for all

United Stases (39) 1

i. Full educational'opportunity shoUld be realistically available and
feasible for all who may benefit from it, w hatever their condition of
life.

United States (39).
2. Basic, continuing. and recurrent education should be strength-
ened ind made more available than at present; to adults of-the
United States.

United States (41)
1-3 The congress should enact a universal bill of educational rig
that would guarantee to every citizen access to the widest possib
educational opportunities.

United States (41)
1-6. Consortia of institutions should be established on a hmal, re-
gional. and national basis to pool resources for continuing education.
with the aim of making sure that virtually all citizens have access to
continuous learning of high quality.

United Sta 41)
1-7 bath uni i y should continuously renew its committrients as
well as idea 4 the resources necessary to meet its responsibility in
lifelong le ning.. Account should be taken of the changing educa-
tional ne ds of 'groups to be served. and strong efforts should be
made to improve access to programs.

r

'United States (36)
i The Co mission recommends that all states enact legislation pro-
viding for a mission to public community colleges of all applicants'
who are high hoof graduates or persons over 418 years of age who
are capable of benefiting from contir).ping education. .



I.

Call:forme 2 )
i. California's colleges and universities should act Armatively to
treat older adults and part-time students along with young people
and full-time students as equUl members of intergenerational edu-
cation communities.

California I 2 )
6. The California State Cniversits and Colleges and the Unii.ersity

. of California should further extend their regular degree program!
to off-campus locations in ways. tifnes. and places convenient to
adults. .

The Legislature should allocate program development funds to
both systems to design eii, programs and modes of instruction.
such funding to be limited v.o yeaTs for each nev, program.

State subvention for Exte al Degree programs of the State Uni-
versal. and Colleges should be on approximately the same basis as
that for regular on-campus programs having the same purpose

Iowa (R1 I .. .
5 Meeting the educational needs of the nontraditional learner
should be a cooperative effort bv all relevant institutions and or-
ganizations coordinated statewide

.Ilas.cat huseit, ( 1111 ,__
.

A. Access to the system of continuing and part-time post-secondary,
education in Massachusetts should be assured Lor all elements of the

.., adult population through a varlets of measures

t
Honda 151
i It is recommended that the Florida Legislature mandate a public
policy which enables the state's. adult learners to have the educa-
tional resources and services of public and private postsecondary

institutions accessible to them throughout their lifetime
and that such access be made available v,ithvut,regard to race. age.
sex. or place ofresidence

.



4 C. Advocacy for access to educational institutions

California (2)
19. Together with the prior semces. California should support edu-
cational assistance or achocacs on behalf of its citizens in their deal-
ings with institutions. agencies, and em plo% ers

Umied States (4 I )
111-12. Where% er appropriate. the information and assistance center
specialists should act as ombudsmen, 'working to facilitate educa-
tional participation and minimize bureaucratic inconvenience.'

Atm (8)
4. Supporting services should among other things.-"take an ads.).
caw's role on behalf of their, clients. urging institutions to rernose
unnecessan barriers. delase useful and appropriate programs re:
sponsise to the adults' learning needs and interests. and find suffi-
cient support to enable the adult to participate."'

D. Creating more flexible admission criteriaand procedures

Conned:tut ( 4 )
i 5 Encourage the acceptance b all institutions of higher educa-

tion, but especiall% bs the communal, colleges. of a certain number
of students who gie nidence of potential e%en though their back-
ground does not fall into traditional kinds of preparation. .

Puled Males 139)
25 Admission of students to non-traditional programs should be
based on new' kinds of examining procedures or more flexible and
interpretive-tpplication of criteria.

Texas (28)
K. For mature students in ublic pstsecondar% educational insti-

tions. there should be no andardized tests'or admission require-tu
ments be lid high school raduatiun. Standards for performance
should be imposed for exit, not entrance

/ ,
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strucuon should. be proportionate to the part-time student's course
and credit load. t ,

Utah. (44)
dents24. Part-time resident or nonresident students (those enrolled for

less than ten credit hours) (should) 6e assessed tuition on a per -
credit -hour basis proportionate to the tuition paid b) full-time stu-
dents.

Utah (44) iii
28. Students enrolled for credit in continuing education or exten-
sion.dhision courses (should) be assessed tuition on the same credit
hour basis as provided in the regular tuition schedule,

B. Providing financial assistance

Utah (44) ...

1 sj. The State Board of Regents (shouldi.seek legislation and adopt
rules and regulations to grant tuition-tiee access to all Utah.resi-
dents Aged 65 years and ol,ei courses and units of the Utah
System of Higher Education, sWriAct to space aailabilit). The only
expense to such students would be an non-tuition fees. and books
a ncesupplies studAnts may wish to purchase. .,

NzD .,
California (2)

i
.

2. The Trustees of the California State Unhersit) and College`-0*"
should examine their s ;cling scale,of Stude"etv ices fees and per=
haps reduce b) up to a thir he per unit fee for those enrolled less
than full-time while increasing the fee slightl) for students enrolled
for 16 units or more,

.

The Regents of t Crinersit) of California should implement'as
soon as possible.a t e structure with a reasonable floor and several
steps to reflect more accurate!) the differences in 1,ts and seri, ices
received by regulat part-time and fu(II-ti me degree credit students.

t ......"---.
(..1Cd

-
ifornia (2) ' /

3. The Legislature. the State SchOlarship and Loan Commission, and

JP-
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received by regulat part-time and fu(II-ti me degree credit students.

t ......"---.
(..1Cd

-
ifornia (2) ' /

3. The Legislature. the State SchOlarship and Loan Commission, and

JP-
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--,

the governing boards of public institutions of higher education
should act to erad discrimination against .part-time and adult stu-
der% in their financial aid policies and practices. Aid policies should
be based largely, if not exclusi%ely, on ability to meet educational
costs.

I

California (2)
4. The Legislature should p.royide funds to the Continuing Educa-
tion and Uniyersity Extension Diyision of the California State Uni-
yersity and Colleges and the Uni%ersity of California to establish fee
waiver programs to assure needy students access to existing pro-
grams. . t
Corittecticut (4) ...
A.3. We recommend legislation ( which would provide grants tor.
part-time grachtate and undergraduate stiitients in independent in-
stitutions.

'''...........-m----

Massachusetts (10) i
E. The Commonwealth should . .. establish a Mass44achusetts Adult

11 Continuing ,Education Vouchers program for low-income, low pre-
yious education adults io be operated through the Board of Higher.
(Postsecondary) Education. ',,

Texas (25)
i4. Persons o%er 63 years of age in need should be exempt from tui-
tion fees for continuing education offerings, on a space- a%ailable
basis. 4 -

Untied States (39)
3. iginancial support (either scholarships or loans) should be pro -
%ided to all postsecondary school, students on which they may draw
according to their educational 'needs. circumstances of life, and con

. . tinuing or recurrent interests in improvement.
, a .

(1 ntletl Stales (41) 1
111-12. Such (pan-time) students should receive equiyals,nr con-)
7-1 84
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.,

sideration for:financial.aid. comnteu,su rate with their degree of need
, anel extent of educational participation. .

-

. . ..-

, Texas (24) - 100 11 ff

. 24. The cut-ant ty pes bf student financial aid should betade ay ail-
able. to the.non- traditional student on an equal basis. regardless of
thethei he is engaged in a degree peogram or a non-credit lifelong
learning program. New, more releYant adult fitta'AZial aid systems

. - .
shotdd also be developed.40-.A. .

.....,

' New York (20)
.. _

4,5. Higher education institutions should ,strengthen their com-
mitmentts proYide increased financial aid to part-time.studerits.'s.:4.

, .....New York (20) .
.

VP. ,

4.9. New York State shtuld pursue a policy of deyeloping an entitle-
"" ,rnent program for all *lults in

pursue-
state fOr the not too distaff,

. - '
Ito

future. ..
A\

er.t, York (16) 410
4-' 6 tiftnanciarald,based on need should be made mailable to the adult

tion to the financial needs of Minority y-notips should be iy.en.
part-time ardent from both,ptiblic and pat ate funds.-Special attytt

,

/%

N. Credit
... _..
4.etsplAishios; a credit registry 4

. 40 0
. 0 T, 0

rf11141.! (7f
VIIM. A central depository (should be established) in which any

. student who' So elects can have recorded all of his or her credits.
earned in post-smondaty education, andfronic w hich.a transcript of

Pt eie4red its can be readily obtainest, . *

. I , nited State% f 79) 4,

51. A natiOnal educational tegisti y sheuld Ix establish4d to evaluate 111
a s'tudent's teital e;:-.11.!(.1tionll aLLomilishrtents as measured by*tirse00.,... "

7)
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*
. , -credits. examinations, or other meant keep a continuing file to

which items could be added, and offer advice on ways to complete

116:
a degree program.

)

l

4

.

Calaforisza (2),--"" .
-4i.....

12. .To meet the need for academicikerttion of persons who
have acquired Knowledge or skill in other thanNicadernic settings.
the Legislature should appropriate developmental funds to create
a statewide learning validation sere ice for awarding degree credit
for prior learning, granting associate. bachelors, and master's de-

-grees on the basis of demonstrated knowledge and skill, maintain-
ing a credit bank. and providing a record of all career- relevant eic-
periences:

. . .
NeurThrk (1 5 ) -

4..

ti.24).1 A regional retibrd-keeping. or transcrifit. system for cop-
trnuing education programs would be very useful for the P.art,jci- -a,
panes. Records kept (in continuing educatibri actisities in other states
have helped in providing added incentises and motivation to partici-
pants.,Regional data, banks have proven to be useful and success

1,
. B. Evaluating previous learning for credit

. Utah (44)
:1.,The value of credit awarded (should) not be related to the time..
location, or method' of instruct14*. Credit awarded thrcoigh ex-
ternal options should be considered equ'al to "regular" credit, Hilt'
is applicable to college transfer or baccalaureate level programs. 6

. tia

J ifidh (44) ..
. .. -

4 i A

1. il h Uta'h postsecontlapy institution (should) provide, through
regular institutional bulletins Ord announcements. information con,'

0, cerning office locations and proceduresfor salidativ academic and
vocational learning and obtaining credit for learning Sr skills ac-

, quired in other thanahigher education settings. Adult and part-time
students who spend less time on the campus partiiularly need to be
provided appointee inhiniation regauling a,Atlable options for

. it,
; 0 .-,

8 .1 .7i)
tk.
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us fife. tim4prekribed-yeirs of study)! space (residence on cam- .

A p 9, and systems of acadiriejj accounting (credits or hunui poi
ed).

d Slates (39)
he techniques used by the Commission,on the Accreditation of

ice Experience (c.st.) or the American Council on Education
Id be used in other alternate systgms to "establish srediv and

quiyalencies for courses offe d 15y goyerntnent. industry,
anenther sponsors.

.Vett, York ( 5) . 7"-

6.2 It would 1i ers US ul if the colleges could work out a
method -of recognizing some of e..prograrns of other profesSional
organizations by awArding academic credit's' for some of the, work,
arkd thus. add credibility to the programstillgtproyiding an in-
centive to bring members of the organization back to campuses.

r
Florida (5)
Li. It is reommended that postsecondary educational institutions ,
explore and &whip opportunities.to grant academic credit4or
yalidated learning acquired through life expei'Iences. field experi-
ences. work experiences-and proiously acquired continuing edu- 1
cation units..

I

*1
C. Providing opportunities for credit-by-lam

.., .
Uni/ed States 141), --.., 4ill- i 4 Tlic'-untyersit) ,wsiould continue an 4xpand
waiver examinations and ct edit by examination.

t

a%ailabilit) of

Utah 144) lb
. Because of the Yariett of csting programs. the domain of indi-

yidual diparunents and the nee or appropriate orticulation agree-
merits amonu institutions of the state, existing Reggnt policy con-
t ernkog credit-liy-exarnination (%licitild) lie restated and 'widely pub-
licized. r

St;
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Texas (28)

0. Institutions should review and eNaivate their policies concerning
thkacceptability of the results of the College Leel Examination Pro-
gram in orc§er that mature students mal, be able to capitalize on their
life experience as thei continue their education.

L'nited Statei (39)
;49. Degrees .should sometmes be awarded b examination if tvo#
corMitiorts afe met. The institution concerned is an established and
reputable .educational authorit, 4nd valid and reliable examinatiorA
are available to test the attainment of the degree's objectiNes.
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0. Institutions should review and eNaivate their policies concerning
thkacceptability of the results of the College Leel Examination Pro-
gram in orc§er that mature students mal, be able to capitalize on their
life experience as thei continue their education.

L'nited Statei (39)
;49. Degrees .should sometmes be awarded b examination if tvo#
corMitiorts afe met. The institution concerned is an established and
reputable .educational authorit, 4nd valid and reliable examinatiorA
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